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(ABSTRACT)

The research reported in this dissertation investigates extending the power and flexibility of an object-oriented language with inheritance, static typing, and concurrency. A language supporting inheritance, static typing, and concurrency offers a significant leverage in software development. However, when these features are provided together, the benefits of the features are significantly reduced due to the interaction among them. The challenge for the designer of an object-oriented language lies in the difficulty of reconciling the conflicts among these features. This thesis discusses two issues: combining static typing with inheritance and combining concurrency with inheritance. A new model of type and inheritance, called HANA, is presented. The HANA model integrates multiple inheritance, multiple representation, method exclusion, and method name overloading with static typing. The contribution of HANA is that it extends other existing models of type and inheritance with enhanced expressive power, increased reusability, and improved program efficiency. Combining concurrency with inheritance is investigated in the framework of the actor computation model. A language design based on the actor model of concurrent computation faces a serious problem arising from the interference between concurrency and inheritance. A similar problem also occurs in other concurrent object-oriented languages. The problem of concurrency-inheritance conflict is described and a solution based on a concept called behavior abstraction is presented.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement

This thesis investigates an important issue in object-oriented programming: can static typing and concurrency be combined with inheritance in a single language? This combination of language features illustrated in Figure 1 is important for two reasons.

First, inheritance is the characterizing feature of object-oriented programming [Wegner 87]. Inheritance allows new software components to be built on other existing components. Inheritance provides many significant advantages such as software reusability, modifiability, code sharing, and software classification.

Second, both concurrency and static typing have long been central issues of programming language design research and their benefits and importance are well understood. Static typing provides type safety by allowing many programming errors to be detected at compile time. Another advantage is the support for program efficiency which is enabled by static binding of names. Concurrency offers both notational convenience for expressing concurrent events and the support for parallelism and distribution. The support of concurrency is fundamental to solving the problems which involve concurrent activities such as those found in real-time systems and multiprocessing. As the problems to be solved by computers become increasingly more complex, and the number of distributed and parallel processors grows, designing an object-oriented language which offers the advantages of inheritance, static typing, and concurrency is an important task.
The goal of integrating several independently developed language features into the same language framework is to increase the power of the language. The hope is that the benefits offered by each of the features being combined will also be retained by the new language design. However, a common but difficult problem which a language designer faces is the interaction among language features. While combining several language features which are known to be powerful into a single framework is desired, feature interaction typically entails a reduction in the benefits which would be offered by each individual feature. Commonly, a significant reduction in the leverage results when powerful features are put together in a language. A challenge for a language designer lies in resolving the difficulty arising from the conflict among the language features.

Combining class inheritance, static typing, and concurrency into the same framework poses difficult problems which arise from the feature interaction among them. The use of class inheritance often conflicts with static typing. In most current object-oriented languages, a subclass cannot selectively inherit the operations of the superclass without violating typing constraints [Snyder 86A, Lee and Kafura 89]. While data abstraction is one of the basic principles underlying object-oriented programming, an abstract data type typically cannot have more than one representation within the same language framework [Lee and Kafura 90]. In addition, the use of inheritance interferes with concurrency [Kafura and Lee 89A,
B]. The interference between inheritance and concurrency results in object-oriented concurrent languages which either do not support inheritance or which do so only by severely compromising some other property. The problem of feature interaction between concurrency and static typing does not seem to be serious compared with the other two. Many existing programming languages support both static typing and concurrency, thus providing existence proofs. Examples of such languages are ADA [DoD 83] and Emerald [Black 87]. No negative interaction between static typing and concurrency occurs in these languages.

1.2 Thesis Plan

Since evidence exists that interaction between concurrency and static typing is not a problem, this thesis focuses on the remaining two issues: combining static typing with inheritance and combining concurrency with inheritance. The actor model developed by Agha [Agha 86] is used as the model of concurrency underlying this research.

Combining static typing with class inheritance raises several related issues such as subtyping, method exclusion, multiple representation, and overloading. A new model of type and inheritance is developed which integrates these language features into a single framework without compromising the benefits of static typing and inheritance. Within the framework of this new model, the interference among these features is reconciled and multiple inheritance is examined in order to extend the leverage of inheritance. Two important issues of multiple inheritance are investigated: name collision and implementation efficiency. The new type model resolves the name collision problem and lends itself to an efficient implementation. An efficient late binding mechanism for a multiple inheritance object-oriented language is investigated.
In order to analyze the concurrency-inheritance conflict in existing concurrent object-oriented languages, a prototype object-oriented language is developed which supports class inheritance and concurrency based on the actor model. The language is used as the tool for exploring a solution to the concurrency-inheritance conflict.

1.3 Contributions

This research explores a unique combination of static typing, class inheritance, and actor concurrency. Some important contributions of this work are the following:

- Analysis and resolution of the feature interaction between static typing and class inheritance,
- Analysis and resolution of the concurrency-inheritance conflicts,
- Development of a new type model which integrates multiple inheritance, subtyping, method exclusion, multiple representation, and method name overloading with static typing,
- Integration of class inheritance and actor concurrency,
- Analysis and resolution of the interaction between subtyping and overloading,
- Resolution of name collision in multiple inheritance,
- Development of an efficient late binding mechanism for multiple inheritance, and
- Development of a prototype actor-based object-oriented language based on a class hierarchical extension.

1.4 Thesis Overview

This thesis is divided into two parts. Part 1 addresses the issue of combining static typing with inheritance while Part 2 is concerned with combining actor concurrency with inheritance. Part 1 consists of Chapters 2 through 5 and part 2 is presented in Chapters 6 and 7. A summary of each chapter follows.
Chapter 2 presents a new model of type and inheritance, called HANA [Lee and Kafura 90]. HANA integrates multiple inheritance, multiple representation, method exclusion, and method name overloading with static typing. The model is built on the recognition of the difference between inheritance and subtyping. In HANA, subtyping is based on both inheritance and interface conformance. The notion of abstract type is introduced. Three kinds of inheritance are differentiated: interface inheritance, class inheritance, and specification inheritance. The significance of HANA is that the model extends other existing models of inheritance and subtyping with enhanced expressive power, increased reusability, and improved program efficiency.

Chapter 3 defines a new type rule accepting many subtype relations which cannot be accepted by other type systems without overloading. The rule is described and its power is demonstrated. While the support of overloading extends the power of object-oriented languages, inheritance interferes with overloading. The feature interaction between inheritance and overloading and a solution for the problem are presented in the chapter.

Chapters 4 and 5 discuss inheritance. Although multiple inheritance is more powerful than single inheritance, supporting multiple inheritance poses two critical problems: name collision and the implementation of late binding. The issue of name collision is discussed in Chapter 4. An efficient late binding mechanism for multiple inheritance is presented in Chapter 5.

Chapter 4 describes how the HANA model resolves the problem of name collision. Name collision arises when a class inherits a method with the same name from more than one parent. The capability of excluding inherited methods without violating static typing offers a sound solution for resolving name collision in multiple inheritance when used together.
with the mechanisms of method redefinition and renaming. It is shown that these three mechanisms are orthogonal with respect to the power of resolving name collision in multiple inheritance. Finally, it is shown that the support of method name overloading in HANA eliminates many name collision problems.

Chapter 5 describes a fast and efficient late binding mechanism for statically typed object-oriented programming languages with multiple inheritance. While the benefits of inheritance are well recognized, these benefits typically come at the expense of run-time overhead in both time and space in the case of multiple inheritance. A mechanism for multiple inheritance with an efficiency comparable to that of single inheritance has been sought. Our technique, called hierarchy partitioning, is a significant improvement in both space and time over other techniques [Lee and Kafura 89]. A late binding mechanism based on the partitioning of a multiple inheritance hierarchy is presented. A detailed comparison with other related work is also provided.

Chapter 6 describes a prototype design and implementation of an exploratory language called ACT++ (Actors in C++). ACT++ is a concurrent object-oriented language designed for the purpose of exploring the combination of concurrency with inheritance [Kafura and Lee 89C]. ACT++ is planned to evolve into a language for distributed real-time applications in the future [Kafura 88, 89]. The language is a hybrid of the actor model and the object-oriented language C++. The concurrency abstraction of ACT++ is derived from the actor model as defined by Agha [Agha 86]. The chapter describes our experience in building a concurrent extension of C++ with the concurrency abstraction of the actor model. Some problems found in Agha's actor model are discussed in the context of distributed real-time applications. The use of ACT++ discloses the difficulty of combining the actor model of concurrency with class inheritance, which is the subject of Chapter 7.
Chapter 7 focuses on the problem of combining concurrency with inheritance. The interference between inheritance and object-based concurrency has been noted by others [Briot 87, Wegner 87]. While their observations center on the difficulty of locating or copying methods at run-time in systems without shared memory, the fundamental interference between inheritance and concurrency is more deeply rooted. This interference results in concurrent object-based languages which either do not support inheritance or which do so only by severely compromising some other property. An analysis of the problems found in existing concurrent object-oriented languages and a solution which is based on a concept called behavior abstraction [Kafura and Lee 89A, B] is presented.

The remaining sections in the current chapter review the background materials on object-oriented programming. Readers familiar with the concepts of object-oriented programming may skip to Chapter 2 with no loss in continuity. Section 1.5 reviews object-oriented programming. Section 1.6 presents a brief review of the literature related to this dissertation research. A more detailed literature review is given in each chapter as needed. A review of the background on the actor model is postponed until Chapter 6 where the discussion on combining concurrency with inheritance starts.
1.5 Background

1.5.1 Object-Oriented Programming

Object-oriented programming is a programming paradigm in which the software system being developed is viewed as a collection of software components called objects. Object-oriented programming integrates the results of software engineering and programming language research efforts over the last two decades within a single framework. Object-oriented programming is rooted in well-known software engineering principles such as information hiding, data abstraction, modularity, and software reusability. Mechanisms implementing these principles provide an object-oriented programming language with powerful features which enable a programmer to cope with increasingly complex problems.

Object-oriented programming was first introduced by SIMULA [Dahl 66], a language designed for implementing computer simulations. Due to SIMULA’s origins in computer simulation, object-oriented programming stresses the view of the programming process as a form of modeling. A program is viewed as a set of domain entities, called objects, which interact with each other usually via message passing. In addition to the notion of object, an object-oriented programming language supports the modeling viewpoint of programming with two other language mechanisms: abstract data type (class) and inheritance.

Objects

An object is a software component which has an encapsulated internal state and a set of operations. The internal state is a private part of the object and can be accessed only by its own operations. An operation of an object is usually called a method of the object. An object can send a message to another object in order to ask the receiver object to perform a certain operation on behalf of the sender. The action of sending a message for a method is called a method invocation. In existing languages two different syntactic styles are commonly used for method invocation; namely, message passing and function call.
Smalltalk originated the message passing style [Goldberg 83] while SIMULA [Dahl 66], C++ [Stroustrup 86], Trellis/Owl [Schaffert 86], and Eiffel [Meyer 88] use a function call syntax. However, it is not uncommon to interpret the function call style using the message passing metaphor. The sender object is called a client while the receiver object performing the requested operation is called a server.

The privacy of the internal state of an object is ensured by a mechanism called encapsulation. Client objects can affect the state of a server object only via method invocation. The internal mechanisms by which a server object responds to a method invocation is not the concern of a client. Hence, a natural view of an object is a collection of private data items protected by the methods which have access to those data items. For this reason, the set of methods of an object is called the interface. The set of methods of an object is also often called the protocol or behavior of the object.

Figure 2 shows the conceptual view of an object called BankAccount. The interface of the object consists of three methods: Deposit, GetBalance, and Withdraw. Other objects cannot access the variable inside the object directly, but must use the methods in the interface of the object. For example, in order to find the current balance of the account, a client sends a GetBalance message, to which the account object responds with the value of the current balance. If the client wants to make a deposit, it can send a Deposit message specifying the amount of the deposit as a part of the message. Finally, if a client wants to withdraw some money, the client can use a Withdraw message, specifying the amount of withdrawal. Clients need to know only the names of the methods and the message formats. An object is responsible for correctly responding to well-formed messages.
Figure 2 - Illustration of BankAccount Object

Class

While encapsulation protects the internal state of an object from unauthorized access, another mechanism called *data abstraction* separates the behavior of an object from the implementation. Abstraction is an important mechanism in programming. Abstraction mechanisms allow a programmer to concentrate on the desired level of interest without being confused by unnecessary detail. For example, procedural abstraction allows a program to be built using procedure names, thereby liberating the programmer from being concerned about the implementation details of the procedures. Procedural abstraction enables a programmer to concentrate on the higher-level structure of a program. The study of implementation details can be conveniently postponed until the programmer is confident about the higher-level structure of the program.

Data abstraction provides similar benefits at a higher level. The representation of the internal state of an object may be hidden by the behavior of the object. In order to use an object, a programmer only needs to know about its external behavior, i.e., the names and arguments of available methods but not how they are implemented. This separation of
behavior from implementation detail has a significant impact on programming. The interface of an object can be viewed as a contract or specification between the object and its clients. As long as the object retains the same interface, the object can freely change its internal representation with no visible effect on its clients. This principle was introduced by Parnas as information hiding [Parnas 72].

The primary importance of data abstraction is the reduced complexity of reasoning about a given problem. In object-oriented design, a problem is often naturally decomposed into a collection of objects. The locality supported by encapsulation and data abstraction allows a program to be studied through local reasoning on these smaller objects. The result is a tremendous saving in programming effort [Liskov 87].

In object-oriented languages, data abstraction is supported by a mechanism called a class [Dahl 66, Goldberg 83, Stroustrup 86, Cox 86, Meyer 88]. A class is an abstract data type from which objects having the same property may be instantiated. An object is created (instantiated) from a class by applying the operation for creation, typically called new or create. An object created from a class is said to be an instance of the class. The properties of an object are determined by the class of which it is an instance. All instances of a class have the same properties: the same internal representation and the same operations. A class definition consists of the declaration of methods available to clients and declarations of data items. Figure 3 shows a definition of a BankAccount class expressed in a pseudo code.
Class BankAccount
    real currentBalance;
Method GetBalance
    return (currentBalance);

Method Deposit (amountToDeposit)
    currentBalance := currentBalance + amountToDeposit
    return (currentBalance);

Method Withdraw(amountToWithdraw)
    If currentBalance >= amountToWithdraw then
        currentBalance := currentBalance - amountToWithdraw;
        return (amountToWithdraw);
    else
        print "insufficient balance";

Figure 3 - Representation of Class BankAccount

Inheritance
While objects, encapsulation, data abstraction, and instantiation alone make object-oriented programming powerful, the most notable contribution of an object-oriented programming language is the support for software reusability [Meyer 88]. Reusability [Biggerstaff 87] allows new software to be built around existing software components which are already implemented and tested. Until recently, only primitive forms of software reusability have been realized. Earlier proposed techniques were either too theoretical for practical use or too ad hoc with little leverage provided to a programmer. Object-oriented programming squarely addresses the issue through a language mechanism called inheritance.
The inheritance mechanism of an object-oriented programming language allows new software components to be built as extensions and modifications of existing components. The reusability inherent in the inheritance mechanism provides critical leverage to productivity, prototyping, reliability, and modifiability of software [Diederich 87]. The inheritance mechanism in object-oriented programming is expected plays a vital role in object-oriented software construction.

In a language supporting inheritance, a new class can be defined from an old one by specifying the difference between the two. The new class being defined is termed a subclass while the existing class is referred to as a superclass. A subclass automatically inherits all methods and instance variables of its superclass, as if the subclass defined within itself all methods and instance variables belonging to the superclass. A subclass can add new methods and instance variables to those of its superclass. A subclass is also allowed to reimplement an inherited method.

Suppose that one needs to create a new type of bank account (ProtectedCheckingAccount) which provides overdraft protection. ProtectedCheckingAccount behaves the same way as the BankAccount defined in Figure 3, except the Withdraw method is different. With inheritance, this new class can be defined by inheriting from the existing class, BankAccount. The implementation of the new bank account with overdraft protection is given in Figure 4. The definition of ProtectedCheckingAccount immediately reuses all methods and data items of the BankAccount except the Withdraw method, which is reimplemented. While this is an example of redefining a superclass method, object-oriented languages also allow a subclass to add new methods. A subclass may also exclude or rename inherited methods. However, in current statically typed object-oriented languages, these mechanisms are not safe [Lee and Kafura 90].
Class ProtectedCheckingAccount
    Inherits BankAccount
    SavingsAccount mySaving;
    Method Withdraw(amountToWithdraw)
        If currentBalance > amountToWithdraw
            currentBalance := currentBalance - amountToWithdraw;
            return (amountToWithdraw);
        else
            If mySaving.Withdraw(amountToWithdraw - currentBalance) then
                currentBalance := 0;
                return (amountToWithdraw);
            else
                print "insufficient balance";

Figure 4 Implementation of Class ProtectedCheckingAccount

1.5.2 Static Typing in Object-Oriented Languages

Static typing refers to the type-checking of expressions at compile time. A type correct program written in a language with static typing does not cause an object to perform an illegal operation. When static typing is supported, the type of an expression is determined from its syntax at compile time. Hence, it can be decided at compile-time whether or not a given method invocation results in a type error at run time. Static typing offers significant advantages, such as type safety and program efficiency. In contrast, a language with dynamic typing postpones checking the type of an expression until run-time. A serious problem associated with dynamically typed languages and untyped languages is that type errors are not detected until run time. An example of this problem is the "unknown message" error of Smalltalk. Considerable effort planned on adding static typing to
dynamically typed object-oriented languages, for example, Smalltalk [Suzuki 81, Borning 82, Johnson 87, Grover 90].

In object-oriented languages, static typing is based on the notion of subtyping. Subtyping offers a more generalized type compatibility model compared with the notion of type equivalence in other languages. Subtyping determines when one type of object may be used where another type of object is expected. As in conventional languages, an object of type $X$ can be assigned to a variable of another type $Y$ if $X$ and $Y$ are the same type. In addition, an assignment is still valid when $X$ and $Y$ are not the same type, only if $X$ is a subtype of $Y$. Most current languages view a class $X$ as a subtype of a class $Y$ if $X$ is a subclass of $Y$ [Snyder 86A, America 87B].

Figure 5 illustrates a class hierarchy and a program using subtyping. Both Triangle and Rectangle are subclasses of Polygon. Since Triangle needs a different formula for computing its area, the method area() of Triangle is semantically different from that of Rectangle. Since Triangle is a subtype of Polygon, the variable aTriangle can be assigned to variable $p$. Similarly, the variable aRectangle can be legally assigned to $p$. When the last line of the program is executed the object named by variable $p$ is either an object of Triangle or an object of Rectangle. Hence, the binding of $p$.area() cannot be done until run time when the actual object becomes known. Delaying binding until run-time is called late binding\(^1\). The mechanisms of subtyping and late binding allow objects with different method implementations to exhibit the same external behavior. The actual method to be performed is determined by the actual type of the object currently named by a variable as demonstrated by the last line.

\(^1\)Late binding is also commonly called dynamic binding, run-time binding, and method dispatching.
Figure 5 - Subtyping Example
1.6. Literature Review

1.6.1 Object-Oriented Programming Languages

Object-oriented programming originated with SIMULA [Dahl 66] in the area of computer simulation. Smalltalk-80 [Goldberg 83] brought this programming paradigm to the attention of mainstream computer scientists. Smalltalk-80 demonstrated the power of the message passing metaphor and the significance of class hierarchies in rapid prototyping [Goldberg 83].

Since the introduction of Smalltalk, object-oriented programming has gained popularity within the artificial intelligence community. Many object-oriented language designs are based on AI languages. Flavors [Moon 86] and Loops [Bobrow 86] are examples of Lisp-like object-oriented languages while Vulcan [Kahn 86] is a prolog-based object-oriented language.

As the object-oriented programming paradigm became accepted as a powerful technique, several object-oriented languages aimed at commercial software production were developed. These languages include derivatives of C, such as C++ [Stroustrup 86], which is statically typed and adopts the function call syntax for method invocation, Objective-C [Cox 86], which is dynamically typed and adopts the message passing style of Smalltalk-80, and a new language, Eiffel [Meyer 88], which is statically typed like C++.

SIMULA was the first language which supported both class and inheritance. The language CLU [Liskov 77] supports class but no inheritance. Ada [DoD 83] supports data abstraction using packages. However, an Ada package is not a type. Ada does not support inheritance. Early actor languages support the object notion but without classes [Lieberman 87, Theriault 83].
Design decisions in an object-oriented languages have several dimensions. Some frequently debated issues are static typing versus dynamic typing, flexibility versus efficiency/safety, class versus prototype, and inheritance versus delegation [Lieberman 88]. Trellis/Owl [Schaffert 86], C++, and Eiffel support static typing and class inheritance. Smalltalk, Objective-C, and most Lisp based languages supports dynamic typing and class inheritance. Some researchers prefer prototypes to classes. Prototype based languages include Act1 [Lieberman 87], ThingLab [Borning 86], and Self [Ungar 87]. [Tomlinson 88B] argues that a class is a more useful construct unless few of the objects in a system have common behaviors. [Lieberman 86] proposes delegation as an alternative to inheritance. He argues that delegation is more powerful than inheritance. [Stein 87] showed that delegation and inheritance are equally powerful. [Tomlinson 88B] demonstrates that inheritance require less message traffic than delegation. [Kafura and Lee 89A] argue that inheritance provides a higher degree of reusability than does delegation.

Inheritance is closely tied to the notion of a class. A class captures static properties of objects such as attributes and methods in an explicit form. A new class can be defined as an extension of existing classes with the support of inheritance. Class hierarchies provide a natural classification of components and enhance modularized modification. These expectations have been evidenced in [Goldberg 83, Campbell 87, Johnson 88]. Classes and inheritance are valuable where reusability and maintainability are emphasized more than flexibility. Prototype and delegation based languages are more suitable when the power of dynamic and flexible sharing can be maximally exploited, as in rapid prototyping. The support for classes and inheritance is more natural when strong type-checking and efficient code are favored over flexibility and dynamics [Lieberman 88].
The feature interaction between static typing and inheritance is discussed in [Snyder 86A, Lalonde 86, America 87B, Cook 89B, Canning 89, Lee and Kafura 90].

1.6.2 Actor model

The actor model is a concurrent computation model originally developed by Hewitt with the inspiration of Smalltalk [Hewitt 77]. Hewitt proposed a philosophy which views computation as pure message passing. The original actor model was elaborated on by many other researchers [Hewitt and Baker 77, Hewitt and Atkinson 79, Clinger 81, Hewitt and deJong 83]. Clinger provided a mathematical basis for the actor model with a denotational semantic description [Clinger 81]. The actor model described in this paper is derived from Agha's work [Agha 86].

Many language designs are based on the actor model of computation. Most current message passing based, concurrent object-oriented languages are influenced by the actor paradigm. The languages based on the actor model are Act1 [Lieberman 81], Act2 [Theriault 83], Act3 [Agha 86], and Omega [Attardi 87]. These languages are Lisp derivatives developed for AI problems. They do not support class inheritance.

Other languages which are based on the actor model but include significant modifications are ABCL/1 [Yonezawa 87], Cantor [Athas 88], Lamina [Delagi 88], and Actra [Barry 87]. ABCL/1 provides neither class nor inheritance. The Cantor design is targeted at VLSI based architectures that support fine-grained concurrency. The use of Lamina and the Actra for real-time problems was demonstrated in the signal processing domain. None of these language support the notion of the replacement behavior of Agha's actor model.
1.6.3 Object-Oriented Concurrent Programming Languages

Surveys on concurrent object-oriented programming languages are found in [Tomlinson 88A, Paphathomas 89, Yonezawa and Tokoro 87]. The interaction between concurrency and inheritance was noticed by [Briot 87, Wegner 87, Kafura and Lee 89A]. The languages which support both concurrency and inheritance are Concurrent Smalltalk [Yokote 87], and Extended Eiffel [Carmel 88]. Concurrent Smalltalk adopts a low level wait-signal synchronization. The language does not provide tight encapsulation for objects. Extended Eiffel separates synchronization code into a body from the methods, which contain only sequential actions. The body must be completely redefined each time a subclass adds a new method. Other languages with the object notion and concurrency support include ABCL/1 [Yonezawa 87], POOL-T [America 87A], Hybrid [Nierstrasz 87], and Emerald [Black 86].
Chapter 2  A Model of Type and Inheritance

2.1 Introduction

Most statically typed object-oriented languages use subtyping as the basis of type checking. Subtyping rules determine when objects of one type may be used where another type is expected. Many current object-oriented languages consider inheritance and subtyping to be identical. For example, in SIMULA, C++, Trellis/Owl, and Eiffel, a class X is a subtype of another class Y if and only if X inherits from Y. This view of subtyping makes it difficult to support exclusion of an inherited method and multiple implementations of a type. Furthermore a loophole in type safety results. These problems and the difference between inheritance and subtyping are well recognized [LaLonde 86, Snyder 86A, America 87B, Cook 89B, Canning 90].

Method exclusion is motivated by the reuse of existing type definitions. Method exclusion is also implicitly used by method redefinition (See Chapter 3). When a subclass excludes an inherited method from its interface, a type error may occur at run time. Consider the following code fragment:

```java
    class A { f0(...) , ... );
    class B { inherit A; exclude A.f0(); ... }  
    a1:A;
    a1 := B.create(...);
    a1.f0();  /* dynamic type error */
```

While the invocation of a1.f() is correct from the typing standpoint, the above sequence of statements causes f() to be applied to an instance of B, which does not understand the message because B excluded f() from its definition. Hence, an error occurs at run-time.
Two approaches to dealing with method exclusion is that of CommonObjects [Snyder 86B] and exception mechanisms [Borgida 86, Wegner and Zdonic 88]. CommonObjects supports method exclusion by allowing a class to be a subtype of a class which is not its ancestor in the class hierarchy. Exception mechanisms also allow a class to delete an inherited method. An invocation of a deleted method is viewed as an exception, which triggers a certain recovery action rather than causing an error. While Sina/st [Aksit and Tripathy 88] also supports method exclusion, the language has no notion of subtyping.

Many examples may be found which argue for the flexibility of having several representations of a type, e.g., a regular matrix and a sparse matrix, locations represented in rectangular coordinates and polar coordinates, files stored in disk and tape. A variety of techniques have been used to support multiple representations. In Exemplar Based Smalltalk [LaLonde 86], a class may have different exemplars which are prototype instances having different implementations. However, Exemplar Based Smalltalk provides only run-time type checking like Smalltalk. [Decouchant 89] describes a language which separates types from classes. A type may be implemented by several different classes. Duo-Talk [Lunau 89] also supports multiple representations by separating types from classes. However, Duo-Talk has no class inheritance. [Canning 89] separates the type hierarchy from the class hierarchy where class is not a type. A type may be implemented by multiple classes.

Two extant languages support multiple representations without inheritance. Emerald [Black 87], a statically typed language equating subtyping with interface conformance, provides multiple representations. No inheritance is supported by Emerald. A delegation based language, Act1 [Lieberman 87], relies on message passing and run-time binding to support
multiple representations. Since a variable is not typed, objects having different implementations may be assigned to the same variable.

From these examples, two observations can be made about existing object-oriented languages which support inheritance and static typing. One observation is that method exclusion is a problem when subtyping and subclassing are equated. The other observation is that multiple representation is a problem when a class is both a type and an implementation at the same time. It is impossible to associate a type with multiple implementations if every type is defined by a class.

In this thesis, a new model of type and inheritance, called HANA, intended for a statically typed object-oriented language is proposed. HANA supports multiple inheritance, method exclusion, multiple representation, and method name overloading. In HANA, subtyping is based on both inheritance and interface conformance. Hence, HANA distinguishes subtyping from inheritance, but does not separate them. Rather, a new kind of type, called **abstract type**, is introduced for the support of multiple representations.

Our decision to base subtyping on inheritance (but not to equate them) is motivated by a semantic reason and an implementation concern. Emerald, whose subtyping is based on signature compatibility, can support subtype polymorphism and multiple representations. Signature compatibility is weak in capturing semantic relationships among types, as observed by [America 87B, Liskov 87]. Consider a stack which supports two methods `get()` and `put(Integer)`, and a queue whose interface also consists of these two methods. A stack certainly is not a queue even if they are signature compatible. Hence, the possibility exists that two signature compatible types are actually incompatible types. As [Snyder 86A, America 87B] explain, a complete solution would be possible only if formal semantic specification techniques are included in a programming language. [Wegner and Zdonic 87]
similarly observe that some levels of behavior compatibility go beyond signature compatibility. However, since the current techniques of formal specification cannot capture all aspects of object behaviors, other alternatives are needed. The expressive power of Emerald subtyping is limited since all types having the same interface are effectively collapsed into a single type. Although not a perfect solution, inheritance offers a middle ground since with inheritance, the difference between stacks and queues can readily be expressed.

The second concern is the cost of supporting multiple representation. While multiple representation provides programming flexibility, its disadvantage is the extra cost associated with method binding. Method binding may be implemented efficiently when subtyping is based on inheritance [Snyder 86A, Stroustrup 87, Lee and Kafura 89]. For example, a language like C++ uses static binding, and even when late binding is needed, it can be done efficiently. In the presence of multiple representations, this implementation advantage is difficult to exploit. Implementation schemes for a type system supporting multiple representations are described in [Black 87, Connor 89]. In both schemes, method binding involves extra mapping between the type of a variable and the type of the object which might be assigned to that variable.

While HANA supports multiple representations, it pays the cost of expensive binding only where the multiple representation feature is used. At an extreme, if all types used in a program have only single implementations, the type system reduces to one which supports no multiple representations, and so no overhead exists. The additional overhead incurred by the use of multiple representation is relatively small if a program is mostly based on types having single implementations.
HANA supports method exclusion as a type definition mechanism without compromising the integrity of the type system. An immediate advantage offered by method exclusion is increased reusability through selective inheritance. The capability of excluding an inherited method is also useful as a mechanism for resolving name collision in multiple inheritance. Chapter 4 shows that the distinction between inheritance and subtyping as used by HANA loosens the difficulty of the name collision problem. Method exclusion together with method overriding and renaming offer a viable solution for the name collision problem in multiple inheritance.

2.2 Abstract Type and Concrete Type

There are two kinds of types in HANA, namely, *abstract type* and *concrete type*. An abstract type is a specification of an *interface*, that is, the set of operations applicable to its objects. Each operation in the set is denoted only by a method name and its signature. We use the term *method specification* to refer to the name and signature of a method. An abstract type definition is only an interface and has no attached implementation. In contrast, a concrete type is a combination of an interface and a representation. The notion of concrete type is equivalent to that of class in other models. Each class definition yields a new concrete type.

2.3 Inheritance

An abstract type may inherit from other abstract types. Similarly, a class may inherit from other classes. The inheritance between abstract types is called *interface inheritance* while the inheritance between concrete types is called *class inheritance*. Hence, two distinct inheritance hierarchies exist in HANA: an *interface hierarchy* and a *class hierarchy*. These two different hierarchies are related by the third kind of inheritance, called *specification inheritance*. HANA assumes multiple inheritance in both interface inheritance and class inheritance. In order to concentrate on the idea of separating interface hierarchy from class
hierarchy, the discussion in this section ignores the problem of name collision. The issue of name collision is discussed in Chapter 4.

2.3.1 Interface Inheritance

An abstract type may inherit methods from other abstract types, add new methods, or delete inherited methods. The definition of an abstract type T has the form:

```plaintext
Interface T {
    inherit S1, S2, ..., Sk;
    exclude f1, f2, ..., fm;
    add g1, g2, ..., gn;
}
```

The set of methods in T is computed by the following set algebra:

\[ T = S1 + S2 + ... + Sk - \{ f1, f2, ..., fm \} + \{ g1, g2, ..., gn \} \]

where "+" and "-" denote set union and set subtraction, respectively.

2.3.2 Class Inheritance

A class definition may inherit from other classes, delete some inherited methods, adding new methods, or rename inherited methods. Furthermore, a new method overrides all inherited methods that have the same name and signature.

Rule 1 - Overriding of an inherited method:

A new method f overrides an inherited method g if and only if f has the same specification as g.

This method overriding rule is different from that of other languages which define it in terms of conformance [Schaffert 86, Meyer 88]. This new overriding rule is motivated by
HANA's support of method name overloading. The significance of this new overriding rule is discussed in Chapter 3. In HANA, the overriding rule of other languages can be expressed using a combination of exclusion and addition of methods. An example class definition is given below:

```plaintext
Class T1 {
    inherit C1, C2;       /* inherit from classes C1 and C2 */
    exclude C1.f1, C2.f2; /* exclude f1 of C1 and f2 of C2 */
    add
        f30 { ... }       /* new method */
}
```

The set of methods in the interface of T1 is computed by

\[ T1 = (C1 - \{f1\}) + (C2 - \{f2\}) + \{f3\} \]

where + and - denote set operations.

2.3.3 Specification Inheritance

A class definition may specify an abstract type in its inheritance list. In this case, the class inherits a specification from the abstract type. Further, this kind of inheritance is called specification inheritance. In contrast to interface inheritance and class inheritance, specification inheritance only associates a class with an abstract type of which the class is an implementation. By definition, the interface of a class inheriting a specification of an abstract type must satisfy the specification of the abstract type.

Rule 2 - Specification Inheritance:

If a class inherits a specification from an abstract type, the interface of the class must conform to the abstract type.
2.4 Typing

HANA is intended for a statically typed language. In such a language, the type of each expression is determined by the analysis of the program text such that if a program is accepted by the compiler, no object is ever requested to perform an unknown operation. As with most other statically typed languages, the static type-checking is based on the explicit type declaration of each identifier. In HANA, every object is an instance of some class, which determines the object's type.

Rule 3 - Type:
   The type of an object is the class of which it is an instance.

The compatibility of assignment is defined by subtyping:

Rule 4 - Assignment Compatibility:
   An object or variable of type X can be assigned to a variable of type Y if and only if X is a subtype of Y.

Argument passing is defined similarly.

Rule 5 - Argument Passing Compatibility:
   An object of type X can be passed as an argument of type Y if and only if X is a subtype of Y.

2.5 Subtyping

In HANA, subtyping is based on two conditions: inheritance and conformance. The subtype relation between two types is defined as follows:

Rule 6 - Subtype:
   A type X is a subtype of another type Y if and only if one of the following holds:
   (1) X and Y are identical
   (2) X inherits from Y and X conforms to Y.
Further, if $X$ is a subtype of $Y$, we call $Y$ a supertype of $X$. The definition of conformance follows.

Definition:
Type $X$ conforms to type $Y$ if and only if for any method $y$ in $Y$, there exists a method $x$ in $X$ such that $x$ conforms to $y$.

The conformance between two methods is defined by the well-known rule of contravariance [Cardelli 84]:

Definition:
Method $f(S_1, S_2, ..., S_n): T$ conforms to method $f(U_1, ..., U_n): V$ if and only if type $S_i$ is a supertype of $U_i$ for all $i$ in $\{1, ..., n\}$ and type $T$ is a subtype of $V$.

According to the HANA definition of subtype, a type $X$ conforming to another type $Y$ is not always a subtype of $Y$. Furthermore, a subtype relation is not automatically established by inheritance. Since the subtype relation is a more constrained form of the inheritance relation, the subtype relation is a subset of the inheritance relation and also a subset of the conformance relation. In general, the type hierarchy is embedded within the inheritance hierarchy, which contains types related not only by subtype but also by inheritance with no conformance.

2.6 Multiple Representation
Multiple representation means that if two different classes implement the same abstraction, their instances may be assigned to the same variable or passed as arguments to the same method, even if no inheritance relation exists between them. In HANA, multiple representation is supported by abstract type and specification inheritance. An abstract type may have several different implementations. Each implementation of an abstract type is a
class. Specification inheritance indicates which classes implement a given abstract type. Since a class inheriting from an abstract type always conforms to the abstract type by definition, the class is a subtype of the abstract type. When a class inherits from more than one abstract type, the class is a subtype of each of these abstract types.

A variable or parameter declaration may use either an abstract type or a concrete type (class) as a type designator. There is a significant difference between declaring a variable as a class type and as an abstract type. For example, consider the inheritance hierarchy and the program shown in Figure 6. X is an abstract type while Y and Z are two concrete types implementing X. W is a subtype of Y. Variable y may be assigned only the instances of Y or W. In contrast, the set of objects which can be assigned to x includes not only those objects, but also instances of class Z.

```
x:X; y:Y; z:Z; w:W;...
x := y; /* ok */
x := w; /* ok */
x := z; /* ok */
y := w; /* ok */
y := z; /* error */
z := y; /* error */
z := w; /* error */
```

Figure 6 - An Example of Multiple Representation

Two interesting cases exist: an abstract type with no implementations and a class inheriting from no abstract types. An abstract type without an implementation may be useful for classifying behaviors. Such abstract types factor the common aspects of several similar
behaviors. A class definition with no abstract type in its inheritance list is equivalent to a
class found in other object-oriented languages. Some programs need only a class hierarchy,
in which case method invocations can be efficiently implemented [Lee and Kafura 89].
Even when a program needs the support of multiple representation, more expensive
binding overhead is limited to invocations on abstract type variables. A program can be
efficient when class types are dominant.

2.7 Method Exclusion

In HANA, a type may exclude or rename inherited methods. The restriction on a class
definition is that if the class inherits from an abstract type, the net effect of exclusion and
renaming must result in a class whose interface conforms to the abstract type. Consider the
following definition of an abstract type Stack.

```
Interface Stack {
    empty():Boolean;
    top():Integer;
    push(Integer);
    pop():Integer;
}
```

Figure 7 illustrates two representations of Stack: ArrayStack and ListStack. Class
ArrayStack is an implementation using an array. Class ArrayStack has no superclass. We
assume that only methods are exported by a class. Hence, ArrayStack exports
empty():Boolean, top():Integer, push(Integer), and pop():Integer, which exactly match the
set of methods defined by the abstract type Stack.
Class ListStack implements Stack using a list data structure. Let us assume that ListQueue is a class which has an interface of Queue. Since ListStack inherits from ListQueue, ListStack inherits all methods exported by ListQueue. Among these, methods front():Integer and get():Integer are renamed to top():Integer and pop():Integer, respectively. ListStack excludes the inherited method enqueue(Integer) and adds a new method push(Integer):Stack. The resulting interface of ListStack is \{empty():Boolean, top():Integer, push(Integer), pop():Integer\}, which satisfies the requirement of a Stack interface.

```java
Class ArrayStack is Stack {
    current: Integer;
    store: Array [1..MAX] of Integer;
    empty(): Boolean {...}
    top(): Integer {...}
    push(item: Integer) {...}
    pop0: Integer {...}
}

Class ListStack is Stack {
    inherit ListQueue;
    exclude ListQueue.enqueue;
    rename ListQueue.front()/top, ListQueue.get()/pop;
    add
        push(item: Integer) {...}
}
```

Figure 7 - Definitions of ArrayStack and ListStack

The above example shows the power of differentiating subtyping and inheritance. A class may rename or exclude an inherited method without breaking subtyping constraints. In the above example, while ListStack uses both renaming and exclusion of inherited methods,
their use does not result in a typing error since ListStack is not a subtype of ListQueue. Reusability is enhanced because a class can reuse any other classes by selectively inheriting their methods without regard to possible type implications.
Chapter 3 Method Name Overloading

3.1 Introduction

Overloading of names is traditionally called ad hoc polymorphism [Wegner and Cardelli 85]. While most programming languages provide overloading to a certain extent, the importance of overloading as an explicit language feature has been demonstrated by several recent language designs. Two notable ones are ADA and C++. Overloading enhances the expressiveness as well as the extensibility of a language. These benefits are the main motivations behind the support of overloading in most current languages.

This chapter examines the role of overloading in a statically typed object-oriented language. Overloading plays two significant roles. First, overloading extends the expressive power of an object-oriented language. As presented in this work, overloading accommodates a new overriding rule which is different from that of Trellis/Owl and Eiffel. The rule accepts many subtype relations which other type systems without overloading cannot. This rule is described and its power is demonstrated. Second, overloading offers a natural solution for many name collision problems which occur in object-oriented languages. The issue of name collision is discussed in the next chapter.

The observation presented in this thesis argues for the support of overloading in object-oriented languages; however, inheritance interferes with overloading. This problem of the feature interaction between inheritance and overloading and a solution for the problem are presented.
3.2 Overloading Is Not Ad Hoc

Consider the following problem, which is adopted from [Canning 89]. Suppose a class called Point is already defined. Class Point is a definition of point objects in rectangular coordinates. One of the methods defined by the Point class is equal() which takes an argument of type Point and determines if the receiver object and the argument have the same coordinates. The definition of Point might look like:

```plaintext
Class Point {
    ...
    x():Real  { return x-value; }
    y():Real  { return y-value; }
    equal(p1:Point):Boolean { return (x()==p1.x() and y()==p1.y()); }
}
```

Suppose that we want to create a new class, ColorPoint, which inherits from Point. Class ColorPoint adds an instance variable for color and overrides the equal(Point) method with its own version of the equal method, equal(ColorPoint). The new equal method takes an argument of type ColorPoint and checks if the receiver object is equal to the argument object in both location and color. Class ColorPoint is defined as follows:

```plaintext
Class ColorPoint {
    inherit Point;
    color : ColorType;
    add equal(c1:ColorPoint):Boolean;  
    { return (x()==c1.x() and y()==c1.y() and color()==c1.color()); }
}
```
An interesting question arises. Is ColorPoint a subtype of Point?

Most type systems interpret the addition of equal(ColorPoint) as a redefinition of equal(Point). For example, in Trellis/Owl, C++, and Eiffel, equal(ColorPoint) overrides equal(Point). As a result, equal(Point) is replaced by equal(ColorPoint) in the interface of ColorPoint. Note that equal(ColorPoint) does not conform to equal(Point). Hence, ColorPoint is not a subtype of Point. However, in most type systems where subtyping is equated with inheritance, ColorPoint is considered a subtype of Point. A type correct program in these type systems may generate a type error at run-time. Consider the following example:

```
  p1, p2: Point; c: ColorPoint;
  ...
  p1 := c;
  equality := p1.equal(p2) then
  ...
```

Although this program is type correct, if ColorPoint is assumed to be a subtype of Point, the invocation p1.equal(p2) causes equal(ColorPoint) to be applied to a Point object, which is a run time error. This problem was first noticed by Cook [Cook 89A].

For type safety, the definition of ColorPoint should not be viewed as a subtype of Point. However, a language which equates subtyping with inheritance automatically considers ColorPoint as a subtype of Point and thus cannot be type safe. Some type systems disallow the definition of a class like ColorPoint in order to avoid a run-time error. For example, Trellis/Owl and Eiffel require a redefinition of a method to conform to the method being redefined [Schaffert 86, Meyer 88]. A disadvantage associated with this approach is
reduced reusability. ColorPoint cannot inherit from Point but must be defined from scratch even though ColorPoint and Point have almost the same implementation and behavior.

[Canning 89] proposes a solution to this problem by separating inheritance from subtyping. Class is not a type. The separation allows ColorPoint to inherit Point. In this scheme, however, ColorPoint, which is a subclass of Point, is not a subtype of Point since class is not a type. A drawback of this approach is the implementation overhead incurred by the separation of class and type. Binding becomes expensive since a type lacks information about how objects are implemented. Furthermore, the scheme totally excludes the possibility of viewing ColorPoint as a Point.

The above example suggests that it is not possible to define ColorPoint as a subtype of Point without sacrificing type safety in current type systems. This is unfortunate since ColorPoint is almost like Point (even their names suggest that). There are many similar situations. In general, a similar problem occurs if a class implements a method which takes an argument of its own type. While type safety dictates that ColorPoint should not be a subtype of Point, the cost is flexibility. However, viewing a ColorPoint as a Point is natural and useful. It should be possible to define ColorPoint to be a subtype, if desired. Overloading offers a solution to this problem.

The problem occurs because method overriding effectively excludes an inherited method. In the ColorPoint example, addition of equal(ColorPoint) causes the equal(Point) method to be excluded from the interface of ColorPoint. As discussed in Chapter 2, method exclusion cannot be supported without violating typing constraints where subtyping is equated with inheritance. Hence, the definition of ColorPoint should not be allowed for type safety reasons; otherwise, ColorPoint should not be treated as a subtype of Point as in [Canning 89].

Chapter 3 Method Name Overloading
In HANA, the addition of `equal(ColorPoint)` does not override `equal(Point)`. This is enabled through overloading which distinguishes the two seemingly equal methods. Since their parameter types are different, the interface of `ColorPoint` contains both `equal(Point)` and `equal(ColorPoint)`. Hence, `ColorPoint` defined as above is a subtype of `Point` in HANA.

3.3 Interaction between Overloading and Parameter Subtyping

While the support of overloading is important, overloading tends to interfere with parameter subtyping. For example, if a type contains two methods that are not identical but have the same operation name and the same number of parameters, there is potential ambiguity in method binding. This section describes the feature interaction between overloading and parameter subtyping.

Consider types A, B, C, and T shown in Figure 8. Type C is a subtype of both A and B. Type T defines two overloaded methods, f(A):G and f(B):G. Let c be a variable of type C and consider a method invocation of the form f(c) applied to an object of type T. Note that f(c) is a legal invocation of both f(A):G and f(B):G since C is a subtype of both A and B. To which one should the invocation f(c) be bound?

![Diagram](image)

\[ T = \{ f(A):G, f(B):G, \ldots \} \]

Figure 8 - Interaction between Overloading and Multiple Inheritance
While it may seem that the interaction occurs only with multiple inheritance, a similar problem also exists in a single inheritance model. For example, consider the types shown in Figure 9. Type C is a subtype of type A while type D is a subtype of B. Suppose that another type T contains two methods $f(A,D):G$ and $f(C,B):G$. Consider variables $c$ and $d$ whose types are declared as follows:

$$c : C; \quad d : D; \quad t : T;$$

$$T = \{ f(A,D):G, f(C,B):G,... \}$$

**Figure 9 - Interaction between Overloading and Single Inheritance**

Is $t.f(c,d)$ an invocation of $R.f$ or $S.f$? The invocation $f(c, d)$ is valid syntax for both alternatives if subtyping of parameters is supported. It is ambiguous which operation should be performed by the invocation.

Hence, feature interaction occurs between subtyping and overloading in both single inheritance and multiple inheritance. In formalizing these problematic situations, the assumption is made that the desired result type of each method invocation can be inferred from the context of the invocation [Baker 82].
3.4 Binding Ambiguity

In order to capture all possible type definitions which cause ambiguity in method binding, the term binding ambiguity is formally defined:

Definition:

If an invocation $f(a_1, a_2, ..., a_k)$ applied to an object of type $T$ has more than one method which can be legally bound to the invocation, type $T$ is said to have binding ambiguity.

Lemma

A type $T$ has binding ambiguity if and only if $T$ contains two (overloaded) methods $f_1(S_1,S_2,\ldots,S_n):R_1$ and $f_2(T_1,T_2,\ldots,T_n):R_2$ such that for each $i$ in $\{1, 2, \ldots, n\}$, there exists a type $U_i$ such that $U_i$ is a subtype of both $S_i$ and $T_i$ and there exists a type which is a supertype of both $R_1$ and $R_2$.

Proof

Suppose that a type $T$ has binding ambiguity. By the definition of binding ambiguity, there exists an invocation syntax $f(u_1,u_2,\ldots,u_k)$ which can be bound to some methods $f_1(S_1,S_2,\ldots,S_k):R_1$ and $f_2(T_1,T_2,\ldots,T_k):R_2$ belonging to $T$. Let $M$ denote the desired type of the expression $f(u_1,u_2,\ldots,u_k)$. Then the type of $u_i$ is a subtype of $S_i$ for each $i$ in $\{1,2,\ldots,k\}$ and $R_1$ is a subtype of $M$ since $f_1(u_1,u_2,\ldots,u_k)$ can legally replace $f(u_1,u_2,\ldots,u_k)$. Let $U_i$ denote the type of $u_i$ for each $i$ in $\{1,2,\ldots,k\}$. Then $U_i$ is a subtype of $S_i$ for each $i$ in $\{1,2,\ldots,k\}$. Note that $U_i$ is also a subtype of $T_i$ for each $i$ in $\{1,2,\ldots,k\}$. Furthermore, $R_2$ is a subtype of $M$ since $f_2(u_1,u_2,\ldots,u_k)$ is a legal binding for $f(u_1,u_2,\ldots,u_k)$. Hence, there exist a type $U_i$ which is a subtype of both $S_i$ and $T_i$ for each $i$ in $\{1,2,\ldots,k\}$, and type $M$ which is a supertype of $R_1$ and $R_2$. 
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To prove the reverse direction, suppose T has two methods $f_1(S_1,S_2,\ldots,S_n)$ and $f_2(T_1,T_2,\ldots,T_n):R_2$ and there exist a type $U_i$ which is a subtype of both $S_i$ and $T_i$ for each $i$ in $\{1,2,\ldots,n\}$, and a type $M$ which conforms to $R_1$ and $R_2$. Let $u_i$ denote an object of type $U_i$ for each $i$ in $\{1,2,\ldots,n\}$. Invoking $f_1$ with arguments $u_1,u_2,\ldots,u_n$ will generate a result of type $R_2$, which is a subtype of $M$. Hence, $f(u_1,u_2,\ldots,u_n)$ is a legal invocation for $f_1$ if the invocation appears where an object of type $M$ is expected. Similarly, $f(u_1,u_2,\ldots,u_n)$ can be a legal invocation for $f_2$. Therefore, by definition, T has binding ambiguity.

3.5 Resolution of Binding Ambiguity

One approach is to completely disallow naming conflicts to occur [Snyder 86B]. Such a rule excludes many useful type hierarchies since a type with binding ambiguity cannot be defined. Binding ambiguity is not a problem until the potentially ambiguous method is actually invoked. Hence, excluding certain type definitions simply because they have binding ambiguity is too restrictive. Rather, the compiler should detect an ambiguous invocation while type definitions with binding ambiguity should be allowed. If an ambiguous invocation exists, the programmer may resolve the ambiguity by providing more specific type information. We have found an intuitive rule which resolves many ambiguous invocations. The rule is based on the fact that "conform to" relation is a partial ordering.

Rule 7 - Resolution of Binding Ambiguity:

Let $F$ be the set of methods which can be legally bound to an invocation $t.f(a_1,a_2,\ldots,a_n)$. The invocation is bound to $f$ in $F$ such that $f$ conforms to any $g$ in $F$, if such $f$ exists. Otherwise, the invocation is a type error.

Our binding rule selects the greatest lower bound of $F$. If this is not the desired binding, the programmer should narrow down the choice by providing more specific type information.
For example, the programmer may cast the type of an argument to a super type to resolve binding ambiguity. In this way, we can have the flexibility of being able to select a specific one among several possible bindings without constraining the set of legal type definitions.

The example program in Figure 10 illustrates how this rule resolves binding ambiguity. We are using the earlier definitions of Point and ColorPoint classes. Since type ColorPoint has two equal methods with different signatures, it has binding ambiguity. While the invocation in line 6 has two possible bindings, equal(Point) and equal(ColorPoint), the resolution rule selects equal(ColorPoint) since the type of the input argument (cc2) is ColorPoint. The invocation in line 7 is bound to equal(Point). Line 9 and 10 are the invocations of equal on a Point variable which currently contains an instance of ColorPoint. Since the interface of Point contains only one equal method (equal(Point)), both invocations are bound to that equal method. Hence, while ColorPoint is a subtype of Point, no type errors were introduced.

```
1  pp1, pp2:Point; cc1, cc2:ColorPoint; v1, v2, v3, v4:Boolean;
2  pp1:=Point.create(0,3);
3  pp2:=Point.create(0,3);
4  cc1:=ColorPoint.create(0,3,R);  /* color = red   */
5  cc2:=ColorPoint.create(0,3,B);  /* color = blue */
6  v1 := cc1.equal(cc2);            /*equal(ColorPoint)*/
7  v2 := cc1.equal(pp1);            /* equal(Point)   */
8  pp1 := cc1;
9  v3 := pp1.equal(pp2)             /* equal(Point)  */
10 v4 := pp1.equal(cc2)             /* equal(Point)  */
```

Figure 10 - An Example Resolution of Binding Ambiguity
A question which might arise at this point is whether the particular bindings chosen by the resolution rule of HANA are meaningful. The interpretation of the bindings used in line 6 and 9 are obvious. The invocations in line 7 and 10 checks on the equality of the locations of the receiver object and the argument object.
Chapter 4 Name Collision

4.1 Introduction

Inheritance is the distinguishing feature of object-oriented programming. Inheritance provides such significant benefits as reusability, maintainability, code sharing, and subtyping. While multiple inheritance, i.e., the capability of inheriting from more than a single parent, is a more powerful mechanism than single inheritance, which allows a type to inherit from only one parent, two problems have discouraged the support of multiple inheritance [Cox 86]: name collision and implementation inefficiency. This chapter focuses on name collision while Chapter 5 presents a new technique for efficiently implementing multiple inheritance. The following discussion concentrates on why name collision is a problem in object-oriented programming.

As programming tasks become more and more complex, a programmer typically relies on techniques such as decomposition to help manage complexity. In object-oriented programming, a programming task is naturally decomposed into a set of abstract data types or classes. The design technique based on decomposing a task into abstract data types is a powerful programming methodology for coping with complexity [Liskov 87]. The modular definition encouraged by abstract types allows a program to be built and understood through local reasoning on separate types or modules.

In order for this decomposition technique to be effective, a programmer defining a new type should not be concerned with how other types are defined. The names used in other type definitions should not concern the programmer. In other words, names used in a type should be local to that type. The need for locality of names is more pronounced when
software is developed by several programmers in a team or when program libraries are shared by many programmers.

Modular type definition creates a large number of local name spaces. A method applied to an object is locally evaluated by that object. Where inheritance is not supported, method names remain local to the type which defines them. However, when a type can inherit methods from other types, the names of the inherited methods are moved into the scope of the inheriting type. Hence, inheritance weakens the locality of a method name by broadening its scope. Inheritance causes a method name defined in one name space to be observed in another name space. A type inheriting from multiple parents can see the names of all inherited methods in its own name space. Note that weakening method name locality is different from violating encapsulation. Weakening of locality still exists even when complete encapsulation is supported.

In multiple inheritance, name collision occurs if a type inherits from two independently developed types having a method with a common name. A similar problem exists in single inheritance as well [Knudsen 88]. Hence, we observe that in object-oriented programming, where inheritance is essential and modular type definition is highly encouraged, name collision is unavoidable and common rather than exceptional.

The HANA model resolves the name collision problem without compromising the integrity of the type system. The capability of excluding inherited methods without violating static typing offers a sound solution for resolving name collision in multiple inheritance when used together with other mechanisms. It is shown that the mechanisms of method exclusion, addition, and renaming are orthogonal with respect to the power of resolving name collision in multiple inheritance. It is also described how the support of method name overloading helps resolve many name collision problems.

Chapter 4 Name Collision
An example name collision problem is shown in Figure 11.

![Diagram of name collision](image)

*Figure 11 - Name Collision*

Suppose that method f() is implemented by two classes R and S which are the parents of class T. Consider the following scenario:

```plaintext
var t: T;
    t = T.create();       /* create an instance of T */
    t.f();                /* which f()? */
```

Ambiguity arises with regard to which f() should be invoked by t.f(). A similar scenario can be constructed for abstract types.

Trellis/Owl [Schaffert 86] and extended Smalltalk [Borning 82] consider a class inheriting methods with the same name from two different parents as an error unless the two methods are actually the same operation, in which case the inherited methods are automatically merged. This approach has two disadvantages. First, many classes which can be defined with inheritance will be rejected. Second, automatic merging is undesirable. There are at least two serious problems which make automatic merging undesirable in class inheritance.
On the one hand, two methods with the same specification may be two different operations which have the same specification by accident. In this case, merging the two methods will cause one of them to be excluded from the subclass. The implication of excluding an inherited method is discussed further in this section. On the other hand, even when they actually denote the same implementation inherited twice via different paths, automatic merging breaks the encapsulation of the superclasses by making the use of inheritance in the superclass visible to the subclass. This problem was first noticed by Snyder [Snyder 86A]. For this reason, CommonObjects [Snyder 86B] explicitly forbids a class from inheriting two methods with the same name, regardless of their implementations.

Clearly, automatic merging is not desirable for class inheritance; therefore, it is necessary to resolve name collision explicitly in order to bind each method invocation to a unique method. There are three possibilities:

1. Method Exclusion,
2. Method Overriding,

Languages can be found which use each of the three mechanisms. Method exclusion is implicitly used by Flavors, CommonLoops, and Sina/st, in which an ambiguous invocation is always bound to a fixed method among the conflicting methods. Each of these languages uses a precedence rule to determine a unique method. Multiple inheritance in C++, Trellis/Owl, and Smalltalk uses method overriding. Eiffel uses both method renaming and overriding. While a language may use one or more of these three approaches, there are subtle but significant differences in their use. These mechanisms are orthogonal and resolve name conflicts in different ways.
In the above example, the two versions of f() have the same signature. This example is a special case of a more general problem. In general, a type may inherit methods which have a common name but different signatures. The following sections concern conflicting methods having the same signature. The general form of name collision is resolved by the support of overloading and is discussed in Section 4.7. Since the semantics of interface inheritance is different from that of class inheritance, the following discussion considers name collision in interface inheritance and that in class inheritance separately.

4.2 Name Collision in Abstract Types

Resolving name collision in interface inheritance is simple. An abstract type is merely an interface whose methods have no attached implementations. Since two methods with the same specification are not distinguishable, only one of them is contained in the type. The treatment of an interface as a set of methods correctly captures this idea. Hence, the following rule, referred to as automatic merging, is used for abstract types.

Rule 8 - Automatic Merging:

If an abstract type inherits two methods with an identical specification, the type contains only one of them.

4.3 Name Collision in Concrete Types

The HANA model assumes a complete encapsulation of a class. An instance variable defined in a class can be accessed only through its methods. The assumption is made that for each instance variable, a pair of operations, one for reading and the other for writing the variable, are automatically provided. In such a system, name collision involves only method names, and hence, it is sufficient to consider only collision between method names.
The following definitions of class X and Y are used for the comparison of the three approaches:

```
Class X {
    ...
    f0 { ... };
}
Class Y {
    ...
    f0 { ... };
}
```

4.4 Resolution by Exclusion

In this approach, a child class may exclude any inherited methods so that every method name in its interface becomes unique. For example, consider the following definition:

```
Class T {
    inherit X, Y;
    exclude X.f0;
    ...
}
```

Observe that T should not be a subtype of X. Otherwise, a serious problem arises. Assuming that the above definition makes T a subtype of X, consider the following program.
```java
t:T; x:X;
t = T.create();
x = t;
...
/* invocations of X's methods on x */
x.f(); /* invocation of Y.f() */
```

Since X.f() is excluded from T's interface, the f() applied to an instance of T always invokes Y.f(). It is not possible to invoke X.f() on the instances of T. However, other methods of X are still available in the interface of T. If the method f() in X and Y are implemented by different classes, the use of Y.f() together with other methods of X on the same object may break invariants assumed by the methods of X. Hence, this use of subtyping will cause objects named by x to be inconsistent. The method intended by x.f() is X.f(), not Y.f(). This example shows that T should not be considered a subtype of X.

The mechanism of method exclusion is useful when a subclass inherits methods of a superclass selectively. In this situation, the subclass is not and does not need to be a subtype of the superclass. However, method exclusion does not allow T to be a subtype of both X and Y. Hence, method exclusion alone does not completely solve the problem of name collision.

### 4.5 Resolution by Overriding

The second approach is to define a new method in the subclass which overrides conflicting methods. Continuing with the above definitions of X and Y, consider the following definition of T.
Class T {
    inherit X, Y;
    f() { Y.f(); } /* override f() defined in X and Y */
    ...
}

In this definition, T defines its own f() which overrides X.f() and Y.f(). The new method f() simply invokes Y.f() so that an invocation of f() on the instances of T always has a unique binding. Since the new f() defined by T overrides the f() of both X and Y, T conforms to both X and Y, and should be considered a subtype of both. While the inconsistency problems discussed above might occur, the view is taken that this is what the programmer intends. Otherwise, method exclusion should be used instead of method overriding. While the new f() in this example simply invokes Y.f(), it may have any definition. For example, the new f() might invoke both X.f() and Y.f(), which is not possible with method exclusion.

Although method overriding offers some flexibility which method exclusion does not, method overriding cannot replace method exclusion. Method overriding alone cannot solve the problem of an inconsistent object, which is resolved by method exclusion. Yet, these two mechanisms are not sufficient to completely solve the name collision problem. Neither allows the desired version of f() to be selected.

4.6 Resolution by Renaming
Method renaming solves the last problem. With method renaming, T might be defined as follows:
Class T {
    inherit X, Y;
    rename X.f()/myf;  /* rename X.f() by myf */
    ...
}

The claim is made that both X.f() and Y.f() can be invoked on the instances of T, and the inconsistency problem does not exist with this approach. Consider the program in Figure 12, which uses the above definition of T. The number at the left of each line is a line number.

```
1  x:X; y:Y; t:T;
2  t := T.create0;
3  x := t;  /* T is a subtype of X */
4  y := t;  /* T is a subtype of Y */
5  t.f0;  /* invoke Y.f() */
6  t.myf();  /* invoke X.f() */
7  x.f0;  /* invoke X.f() */
8  y.f();  /* invoke Y.f() */
```

Figure 12 - Resolution by Renaming

The call t.f() in line 5 invokes Y.f(). Note, however, that X.f() can also be applied to an instance of type T as shown in line 6. Since X.f() has been renamed to myf within T, one can refer to X.f() through the new name myf.

The beauty of the renaming mechanism is demonstrated in line 7. Note that x.f() is bound to X.f() rather than Y.f(). If an instance of T is treated as an object of type X so that all
operations applied to that object may be those of X, the other two mechanisms do not help. Obviously, method renaming can not replace exclusion and overriding.

In summary, the claim that the mechanisms of method exclusion, overriding, and renaming are orthogonal to each other in resolving name collision in multiple inheritance has been substantiated through the previous examples.

4.7 Resolution by Overloading

The previous focus has been on the name collision problem in which two conflicting methods have the same specification, but this problem is a special case of a more general problem. This section considers the name collision problem in a more general setting. Having already considered the case in which two conflicting methods have the same specification, our discussion in this section addresses only the other case, that is, when two inherited methods have a common name but different signatures.

The support of method name overloading is essential for addressing the general case. While renaming may be used for resolving name collision, renaming is too restrictive since it may be difficult sometimes to find a new name which is intuitive and descriptive. For example, consider inventing a different name for the "+" operator. Further, even if a new name can be found, it requires extra effort by the programmer. Thus, it is desired to keep the number of situations which require renaming as small as possible.

The capability of overloading method names offers a viable solution for name collision when conflicting methods have different signatures. With the support of method name overloading, two methods with the same name but different signatures are considered distinct. Hence, two methods with different signatures do not cause name collision even if
they have the same operation name. Not only does this save programming effort, but it also improves program expressiveness.

While overloading resolves name collision when conflicting methods have different signatures, one issue requires discussion: binding ambiguity. Binding ambiguity exists when a class inherits two methods having an identical name and the same number of parameters but different parameter types. Assuming that B is a subtype of A, consider the following example.

```java
class X { f(A):R {...} }
class Y { f(B):R {...} }
class T { inherits X, Y; ... }
```

In this example, class T inherits from X and Y. Hence, T has two f's with different argument types. Consider the invocation t.f(a1) where t is a variable of type T. If a1 has type A, f(B):R cannot be used for this invocation, and hence, f(A):R of class X should be selected. However, if the type of a1 is B, then both X.f and Y.f may be used for the invocation. While this is an example of binding ambiguity arising from name collision, which has not been addressed separately, the rule introduced in Section 3.5 is sufficiently powerful to resolve this kind of binding ambiguity. Our binding rule selects Y.f whose parameter type matches the type of the argument used in the invocation. If the desired method is X.f, not Y.f, the programmer must provide more specific information. For example, an invocation like t.f((A)a1) should be used where (A)a1 is meant to cast the type of a1 to A. In this way, the flexibility of being able to select a specific one among many possible bindings is made available.
Chapter 5  Hierarchy Partitioning: 
An Efficient Late Binding Mechanism

5.1 Introduction

Another difficulty in supporting multiple inheritance is the overhead associated with late binding of methods. Late binding of methods is required when redefinitions of inherited methods and subtyping are supported. While an efficient mechanism is available for the implementation of single inheritance, a comparable technique for multiple inheritance has been sought. Most reported techniques are either too inefficient or provide only partial support.

This chapter presents a fast and efficient late binding mechanism for statically typed multiple inheritance object-oriented languages. The mechanism is a generalization of the virtual function table approach pioneered by single inheritance in C++ [Stroustrup 87A]. This new technique, called Hierarchy Partitioning, provides an efficiency close to that of single inheritance C++ for the implementation of multiple inheritance.

This chapter assumes that the reader is familiar with object-oriented programming languages, preferably, a statically typed object-oriented language like C++ [Stroustrup 86] or Eiffel [Meyer 88]. While the HANA model is used in the following discussion, note that the techniques described in this chapter are general and not limited to HANA.

The remainder of this chapter is broken into the following sections. Section 5.2 briefly describes the common index technique, a fast binding mechanism for single inheritance. Section 5.3 examines the possibility of extending the common index technique to multiple inheritance. Several problems associated with the approach is noted. Section 5.4 introduces the hierarchy partitioning technique by an example. Section 5.5 describes how
the new technique is used in program translation. Section 5.6 provides a more rigorous description of Hierarchy Partitioning. An analysis of the expected performance of Hierarchy Partitioning is also given in this section. Section 5.7 is a comparison with other proposed mechanisms.

5.2 Late Binding for Single Inheritance

The fast method dispatching technique for single inheritance described in this section is used in C++ [Stroustrup 87]. In single inheritance, method dispatching is done by indexing into a run-time table, called the method table. Figure 13 shows a single inheritance hierarchy and the associated method tables. A method table is created for each class at compile time. The method table of a class is an array of addresses of methods which are available to its instances and may be redefined by its subclasses. The method table of a subclass extends its parent's method table with additional entries for new methods defined by the subclass. A new method which redefines an inherited method uses the entry of the method being redefined. For example, the method table of class C in Figure 13 contains only one entry for f(), which points to the f() defined by class C.

![Diagram showing method tables in Single Inheritance Hierarchy](image)

Figure 13 - Method tables in Single Inheritance Hierarchy
The compiler generates an index for each method invocation. At run time, the index is used to locate the address of the method to be executed in the method table of the receiver object. Note that this fast binding via an indexing operation is enabled by the property that two methods having the same name use a common index.

**Static Binding**

A strategy for detecting a method which is allowed to be redefined by a subclass is to use an explicit keyword for such a method in the definition of a class. This technique has been successfully used in C++. The programmer specifies the keyword "virtual" in the declaration of a method that may be redefined by a subclass. Static binding is used for all non-virtual functions. Static binding may also be used for non-virtual functions with multiple inheritance. Since an implementation of multiple inheritance may also use static binding for non-virtual methods, the following discussion of multiple inheritance is concerned only about late binding of virtual methods.

**5.3 Late Binding for Multiple Inheritance**

The common index technique which enables fast method dispatching for single inheritance does not work for multiple inheritance. Consider the classes shown in Figure 14. A redefined method replaces the entry occupied by the method being redefined as in single inheritance. Note that method b has index 0 in B's table while its index in C's table is 1. When class B is compiled, it is not known what b's indices will be in its subclasses. Hence, the indexing technique is not directly applicable to multiple inheritance.
Figure 14 - Method Table with Shared Entries

Figure 15 is an attempt to fix the problem described above. A separate entry is used for each different definition in a method table. For example, the method table of C is a combination of the method tables of its superclasses, A and B, with the additional methods defined by C itself. Unfortunately, this scheme has a problem, too. A situation which is similar to the previous example occurs. Observe that b is the first entry in B's method table, but is the second and fifth entry in C's table.

Figure 15 - Method Table with Separate Entries

Another possible solution is to modify the way a method is addressed in a method table. For the method table of a class, the compiler computes the offset value for each superclass's table component included in the method table. Each method dispatch needs to
adjust the table base address before indexing by a method offset. While this scheme is
dworkable, it has several disadvantages which renders it undesirable. First, the scheme is
inefficient in space. Second, the extra addition operation required for dispatching each
method slows the binding process at run time. These two run-time overheads are
significant enough to warrant a new solution.

5.4 A Hierarchy Partitioning Example

In this section, we briefly describe the new late binding technique called hierarchy
partitioning by an example. A more detailed description of the technique is provided in
Section 5.6. An example multiple inheritance hierarchy is shown in Figure 16. Consider
the method table of class I. The method table created by the separate entry scheme
described in Section 5.3 and the one created by hierarchy partitioning are shown in Figure
17(A) and 17(B), respectively. For the example used here, the new scheme uses only half
the space required by the separate entry scheme. A description of the method table of class I
created by the hierarchy partitioning scheme is now presented.

Figure 16 - A Multiple Inheritance Hierarchy
In order to create the method table of class I, we first partition the multiple inheritance hierarchy into single inheritance hierarchies. The particular hierarchy shown in Figure 16 is divided into four partitions, shown in Figure 18. The next step is to create a method table for each of classes I, H, B, and E, which are the lowest class in each partition. Each partition is considered to be an independent single inheritance hierarchy which has no connection to other partitions.
Figure 19(A) shows the method tables for these four partitions. The method table for each partition is called a *component table*. Note that in each component table, methods with the same name share the same slot as in single inheritance. For example, the component table for partition 1 contains only one entry for method b while b is defined by both G and I.

The method table of class I is constructed as a composition of the component tables. Figure 19(B) shows the final method table of class I, which contains four component tables, namely, those for partitions 1, 2, 3, and 4, in that order from right to left. The offset of the component table for a partition in the final method table is called the *table offset* for the classes in the partition. In Figure 19(B), classes C and E have table offset 0\(^1\) while classes A, D, F, and H have table offset 2.

\[\begin{array}{cccc}
(A) & b & a & c & b & c \\
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 \\
(B) & c & b & a & c & b \\
4 & 3 & 2 & 1 \\
\end{array}\]

Figure 19 - Method table of class I

### 5.5 Translation with Hierarchy Partitioning

The offset of a method defined by a class is computed as its offset in the component table for the partition of which the class is a member. For the example shown in Figure 16, the method a in classes A, D, F, and H has index 0 while method c in A, D, F, and H has index 1. In the method dispatching at run time, the classes belonging to the same partition

---

\(^1\)The index of the first entry of a table is zero.
use the same table offset for indexing into the method table. The entry for the method \( f \) stored in a method table \( x \) is located at

\[
\text{starting location (x) + method table offset (f) + index(f)}
\]

In the hierarchy partitioning dispatching scheme, the operation of adding the method table offset to the starting location of a method table is performed during an assignment operation rather than during each method dispatch. This shift in the time at which an adjustment of method table address is performed allows the overhead of an addition incurred at each method dispatch to be amortized over the number of method invocations applied to the same object. Furthermore, the class hierarchy partitioning requires the addition operation only for a small percentage of assignments. Before a more detailed description of the method dispatching technique is presented, a model of how a method table created by the partitioning technique is used in method dispatching at run time is presented.

The run-time data structures associated with an object are shown in Figure 20. In this example, an object variable contains a reference to a data structure called an \textit{object descriptor}. An object descriptor is a data structure consisting of two addresses. One is the address of the method table of the class of which the object is an instance, and the other is the address of the actual data segment for the object.

In the following sections, we consider translation of language constructs which are relevant to the implementation of inheritance. Translation of assignments and method invocations will be described.
5.5.1 Translation of Assignments

For simplicity, only an assignment where both the source and the target are variables is considered. The case where the source is an object rather than a variable is identical. If b and c are variables of the same type and c is to be assigned to b, the translation of the assignment is straightforward. The execution of this statement causes the variable b to become another reference to the object currently named by the variable c. Both b and c become references to the same object descriptor after the assignment. In this case, it is sufficient to translate the assignment into an instruction which copies the value stored in variable c into variable b at run time.

A more interesting situation occurs when b and c are of different types. Let B and C denote the class of b and c, respectively. If c is to be assigned to b, the subtyping rule of an object-oriented language dictates that B must be a superclass of C. The situation is further divided into two cases depending on whether B and C are members of the same partition created during the hierarchy partitioning for the class of which the object named by variable c is an instance. If B and C are members of the same partition, the assignment is translated into a copy instruction as in the case when b and c are of the same type. This occurs because classes B and C have the same method table offset in the method table to be used. Since the
field (VMTTable) of the object descriptor already contains the correct address for the starting location of the method table component, variables b and c can share the same object descriptor. After this statement is performed, both b and c are references to the object descriptor previously named by c.

If B and C are members of different partitions, the value of the VMTTable field in the object descriptor needs adjustment, so the object descriptor for variable c cannot be used for variable b. In order to compute the starting location of the method table component for class B, one must know the distance between the offset of the method table component for class B and the one for class C in the method table of the object which is currently named by the variable c. While the distance between two method table offsets can be computed at compile time for any two classes in a class hierarchy, the problem is how to determine the actual class of the object currently named by the variable c. Due to the subtyping of an object-oriented language, the object currently named by c can be an instance of not only class C but also any of its subclasses. Hence, the actual type of the object named by a variable cannot be known until run time.

Fortunately, a theorem, to be introduced later, enables one to use the partitions of the class hierarchy for constructing the method table of class C instead of the the actual class of the object under consideration. Hence, the distance between the method table offset of class B and that of class C is completely determined at compile time. Furthermore, the overhead of computing this value is small since a table of method table offsets can easily be created during the process of partitioning the class hierarchy.

The translation of the assignment statement requires the creation of a new object descriptor be created for variable b. The descriptors for b and c have different values for the starting
location of method table indexing. Let d denote the distance between the method table offsets of classes B and C. Then, the following actions are required at run time.

\[
b_{\text{VMTable}} = c_{\text{VMTable}} + d;
\]

\[
b_{\text{Object}} = c_{\text{Object}};
\]

5.5.2 Translation of Invocations

Four different kinds of method invocations are found in existing object-oriented languages. The first, probably the most difficult case, is the invocation of a method on a variable. The second is when a method is applied to the pseudo variable self. The third is an invocation of method on the pseudo variable super. The fourth case is when a method being invoked is qualified with a class name. Among these, the last case may be viewed as a variation of the third case. A description of a translation scheme for each of these follows.

5.5.2.1 Invocation on a variable

Invocation of a method f() on a variable x takes the following syntactic form:

\[
x.f() ; \quad \text{// invoke f() on x.}
\]

Let x be a variable of class X. The above expression is an invocation of method f on the variable x, more precisely, on the object currently named by variable x. The code to be executed is determined by the type of the object named by x. Since the type of the object is unknown until run time, statically binding the invocation to any specific definition of f() at compile time is not possible. Hence, the binding of f() must be delayed until run time when the actual object named by x is known, i.e., late binding is necessary.
With hierarchy partitioning, locating the code of the method being invoked takes only a single index into a method table. On encountering x.f(), the compiler computes the offset of f() within the method table of X. Let d denote the offset of f(). At run time, the address of the code for f() is located at index d from the point whose address is stored in x->VMTable. By the time the above expression is executed, the object descriptor pointed to by variable x has the correct address of the method table component for X within the method table of the actual object currently named by x. Hence, the above expression is translated into a call to a function whose address is located using the value of x->VMTable as the base address and the offset of f() within X’s method table as the offset in a relative addressing. The action can be expressed in C language syntax as follows:

\[ (*x->VMTable[d])() \]

5.5.2.2 Invocation on self

While the pseudo variable self has a variety of names in different languages, every language supporting inheritance has the concept of self. In most object-oriented languages, a method invocation on self is abbreviated to a call to the method without an explicit specification of a keyword corresponding to self. Invocation of a method f() on self takes the following form:

\[ \text{self}.f() \]

In the hierarchy partitioning scheme, self is a reference to an object descriptor for the sender object. Suppose that the above expression is encountered in the definition of method

---

\[ ^1\text{Translation of an invocation involves binding the receiver object. Hierarchy Partitioning can also be used for efficient binding of instance variables. In order to focus on method dispatching, the issue of binding variables is momentarily ignored. The use of Hierarchy Partitioning for variable binding is discussed later in a comparison with the C++ implementation scheme.} \]
u() in class X. The expression is translated into a call to the function whose address is located in the method table of self via relative addressing (indexing) which uses self->VMTable and the offset of f() in X's method table as the base address and the offset, respectively. Let d denote the offset of f(). The invocation is translated into the following:

(*self->VMTable[d]());

5.5.2.3 Invocation on super

The following is an invocation of f() defined by a superclass of the sender object.

super.f()

The method to be executed is the one inherited from a superclass. The rules set forth by the inheritance model being used determine the parent which appears in the path to the class containing the definition of f() being inherited. The compiler needs to find the offset of f() in the method table of the parent class at compile time. At run time, the code for f() is located in the method table of the parent class. The above expression is translated into an indexing operation in which the address of the method table and the table offset are known at compile time. Let M, T, d denote the addresses of the method table of the parent class, the table offset, and the index of f(). Then the translation of the above invocation looks like

(*((M+T)[d])());

5.5.2.4 Invocation qualified with a class name

A method invocation qualified with a class name is found in C++ and Trellis/Owl. The above expression is an invocation of f() provided by the interface of class B.
B::f()

For the purpose of translation, the expression can be viewed as a variation of a method invocation on super. The only difference is that the class whose method table should be used for dispatching is already given. Translating the above expression is essentially the same as the method invocation on super where the parent class is B.

5.6 Hierarchy Partitioning

This section describes why and how a class hierarchy is partitioned. As shown in the example in section 5.4, method tables based on Hierarchy Partitioning significantly reduces the use of run-time memory. This reduction is due to the sharing of method entries in each component table. Another advantage is the saving of execution time by significantly reducing the need for recomputing the method table base address. Performing adjustment of the base address of the method table during assignment reduces the overhead of adding an offset at each method dispatch. In addition, few assignments require an adjustment of the base address since adjustment is needed only if the classes of the source and the target variables are members of different partitions.

5.6.1 Characteristics of Partitioning Algorithm

Partitioning a class hierarchy is done in such a way that each of the resulting partitions is a single inheritance hierarchy. Observe that in each partition, two methods have the same name if and only if one is a redefinition of the other. This observation enables one to use the common offset technique of single inheritance for the method table of each partition. In each partition, any two methods with the same name are assigned the same index. In other words, in the component table of each partition, methods with the same name share the same entry. The final method table is constructed as a composition of the method tables of the single inheritance hierarchies.
While several partitioning algorithms are possible which satisfy the above requirement, the algorithm should have another property. The partitioning algorithm should allow a new method table to be built incrementally from the method tables of its superclasses.

A partitioning algorithm which meets these criteria is a variation of a depth first search traversal of a directed acyclic graph. In order to apply the algorithm, a graph for the given class hierarchy needs to be created first. We call the graph an *inheritance graph*. In the inheritance graph, a node labeled by a name exists if and only if a class with the name exists in the class hierarchy. An arc from node X to node Y exists in the graph if and only if Y is an immediate superclass of X in the hierarchy. Obviously, an inheritance graph is a directed acyclic graph.
5.6.2 Traversal Algorithm

5.6.2.1 Partitioning

The algorithm for hierarchy partitioning performs a depth first traversal in an inheritance graph, visiting adjacent nodes following every arc starting from the leftmost arc. A node without any outgoing arcs (i.e. classes with no superclasses) is called a *marker*. In the traversal, each marker node represents the end of a partition. Hence, all nodes which are visited after the last marker node belong to the partition of the next visited marker node. This algorithm is called the *traversal algorithm*.

Figure 21 shows the inheritance graph for the hierarchy shown previously in Figure 16, and a traversal on the graph using the traversal algorithm. A number beside a node denotes the order in which each node is visited. Gray nodes in the graph denote markers. Applying this algorithm to the class hierarchy shown in Figure 16, results in the partitioning shown in Figure 18. The numbers of partitions have been assigned so that a partition visited earlier has a smaller number. Hence the order of visits is 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Figure 21 - Inheritance Graph and Traversal
5.6.2.2 Concatenation

A method table is created as a combination of the component tables for the partitions identified in the partitioning step. Continuing with the above example, one first creates a method table for each partition as if the partitions were disconnected. Figure 19(A) shows the method table for each partition. The final method table of class I is a concatenation of these tables. The tables are concatenated in the reverse order of visitation, in order to keep the distance between two component tables within the method table of a class the same in the method tables of its subclasses, thereby allowing the common offset technique to be used for method dispatching. In the example, table 4 comes first and then 3, 2, and 1 from left to right.

5.6.3 Incremental Algorithm

In fact, the traversal algorithm is not explicitly needed to create the method table of each class. Supposing that the method table of class H is already constructed, consider the method table of class I. The method table of class H is shown in Figure 22. Observe that the method table of class I in Figure 19(B) contains the method table of class H. In general, the method table of a new class can be built on those of its immediate superclasses, incrementally. We call this algorithm the incremental algorithm.

![Diagram of Component Tables and Final Method Table](image)

Figure 22 - Method Table of Class H
Since a class may belong to no more than one partition\(^1\), the additional work in constructing a method table of a new class is to identify the superclass to whose partition the new class will belong. Once such a superclass is chosen, the method table of the new class can be constructed as a concatenation of the method tables of its other immediate superclasses and a component table combining the method table of the chosen super class and the methods defined by the new class. The choice of such a superclass is always unique with the above algorithms: the leftmost child in the inheritance graph. Hence, little additional work is needed to create the method table of a new class.

Now the theorem which was used in Section 5.5 is introduced. Let P be one of the partitions created in a Hierarchy Partitioning for class X. P is said to be a partition for X. Furthermore, if X is a member of P then P is said to be the partition of X. Note that partitions created by the traversal algorithm and the incremental algorithm are identical.

Theorem:

Two classes A and B are members of the same partition for class X if and only if they are members of the same partition for any subclass of X.

The proof of this theorem is obvious since by the definition of the incremental partition algorithm, each partition for a class X remains the same as a partition for a subclass Y, except the one which contained X. In this case, the partition of X is a subset of the partition of Y. Hence, the theorem follows.

\(^1\)Assume an inheritance graph is a tree. A more general inheritance graph where a node in the graph may have more than one parent is known as repeated inheritance [Meyer 86]. An inheritance graph with repeated inheritance can be converted to a tree by replicating the class being repeatedly inherited. The technique is described in [Snyder 86A]. As is shown later in this section, Hierarchy Partitioning works for repeated inheritance as well.

Chapter 5 Hierarchy Partitioning
For example, consider the partitions obtained when we use Hierarchy Partitioning for class H in the hierarchy shown in Figure 16. The set of the partitions created is

\[
\{ \{A, D, F, H\}, \{B\}, \{C, E\} \}.
\]

Compare this with the partitions for class I, a subclass of H, as shown in Figure 18:

\[
\{ \{G, I\}, \{A, D, F, H\}, \{B\}, \{C, E\} \}.
\]

**Repeated Inheritance**

The Hierarchy Partitioning technique also works in the case of repeated inheritance [Meyer 88].

Theorem:

Let \(k\) denote the index of method \(f\) in the method table of a class \(X\). Then, \(f\) has index \(k\) in the method table for each partition containing \(X\).

Proof of this theorem is also obvious if we consider that indices of methods in a partition do not change when a new class is added to the partition.

An example of repeated inheritance is shown in Figure 23. Class D inherits twice from A, once through B and once through C. According to the above theorem, method \(a\) will have index 0 in both B's and C's method tables as shown in the figure. In general, the hierarchy partitioning technique works for any multiple inheritance hierarchy.

One limitation of the approach is that the final method table contains duplicates in the case of repeated inheritance. For example, the method table in Figure 23 contains \(a\) twice. However, other techniques which completely remove duplicates are not currently known. It

---

\(^1\)The resulting sets are no longer partitions in a strict sense since they are not disjoint. However, the term partition will be used for this case, since it causes little confusion.
seems that the common offset technique is used for repeated inheritance, duplicates can not be completely eliminated.

Figure 23 - Repeated Inheritance

Partitioning Strategies

When incrementally building a method table, there are various strategies for selecting the partition of the new class. One strategy is to choose a partition which results in the longest hierarchy chain. This strategy may have some positive effect on reducing the frequency of adjusting table base addresses. Another strategy is to choose a parent which results in the smallest method table. A parent whose component table contains the largest number of methods which are also defined by the new class is selected. While these heuristics may be useful, there does not exist an optimal algorithm since the decision made by a class may turn out to be suboptimal when its subclasses are introduced later. Figure 24(A) and 24(B) illustrate this point. As shown previously in Figure 12, the partitioning for class C is optimal, since no duplicate entries exist in the method table of C. However, this decision results in a suboptimal partitioning for class D, a subclass of C, as illustrated in Figure 24(B).
5.6.4 Performance Prediction

An implementation of multiple inheritance based on hierarchy partitioning is expected to make an efficient use of space. An example which substantiates this expectation was shown in Figure 17. The efficiency approaches that of single inheritance as the number of classes which have only single parents increases. The extreme case occurs when the class from which the method table is created is the lowest class in a single inheritance hierarchy. Note that Hierarchy Partitioning pays no additional overhead in either space or time in such a case. In practice, the use of single inheritance is dominant even when the language being used supports multiple inheritance. The additional space overhead caused by the support of
multiple inheritance is small. In the next section, Hierarchy Partitioning is shown to be more space efficient than other reported techniques.

For an analysis of the execution time overhead, a rough estimate of the average execution time overhead per method dispatch is made. The expectation is that the effect of additional execution time overhead caused by the operation of adjusting the base address of a method table is negligible. This expectation is based on the following observations.

1. Typically, two or more operations are applied to the same object.

2. An adjustment of the base address is needed only when the class of the object being assigned is in a different partition from the class of the target variable.

3. Assignment from a subclass variable to a superclass variable is less common than assignment between two variables of the same class. Note that only the former case can result in the overhead of an addition operation.

An example which supports the first observation is that the user of an object usually bases its next message on the current state of the receiver. For example, a user of a stack object needs to check if the stack is empty before it issues a pop request.

The second observation has already been made in Section 5.5. Without a rigorous analysis, we claim that the number of assignments which require the adjustment of the table base is less than half of the total number of assignments from a subtype variable to a supertype variable. In fact, even this may be a conservative assessment. Observe that many assignments between variables of classes in two different partitions are not type compatible
and so assignments between them are not allowed. For example, an assignment between a variable of class $D$ and one of class $C$, as shown in Figure 18, is not type compatible.

The third observation is rooted in experience in writing programs in object-oriented languages. While subtype polymorphism is a powerful tool, its use is rather limited. The main use of subtype polymorphism is to replace the case-like explicit decision construct by moving the decision point into the receiver object. In order to put this issue in perspective, consider the frequency of case statements and assignments in programs written in a language like Pascal which does not support subtyping.

Other factors may also affect the run time overhead favorably. In contrast to conventional languages which achieve side effects with assignments, object-oriented programming achieves side effects by object encapsulation. A method invocation usually results in change in the state of the receiver object. When an assignment is used, often the target variable in the assignment is of a primitive type such as integer. Most assignments are replaced by passing an object reference in a method invocation. While argument passing involves a similar issue to assignment, parameter subtyping is not used frequently. For example, consider that C++ does not even support parameter subtyping.

A further hypothesis is that the use of single inheritance is dominant even when multiple inheritance is supported. Under certain assumptions, one can predict that the increased run time overhead will be within 10 percent of the time for a method dispatch in a fast single inheritance implementation.
5.7 Comparison to Other Late Binding Techniques

In this section, a comparison of Hierarchy Partitioning with other dispatching techniques found in the literature is made. Most earlier schemes for method dispatching in object-oriented languages were intended for dynamically typed languages. These techniques typically perform an unbounded method search at run time and so suffer from a significant overhead in execution time. More recently, Rose [Rose 88] described table based dispatching techniques for dynamically typed languages. Without static type checking, method dispatching is slow. Since hierarchy partitioning is intended for a statically typed language, we will consider only those dispatching techniques proposed for statically typed object-oriented languages with multiple inheritance. The criteria used in the comparison include overheads in run time memory use, execution time, compile time, and support of incremental compilation. Three recent proposals are reviewed using these criteria.

5.7.1 Color Indexed Code Technique

Dixon, et al., [Dixon 89] proposed an indexing scheme called the color indexed code technique. As in Hierarchy Partitioning, a method dispatch is accomplished by indexing into a dispatch table at run time. A method \( f \) has the same index in every dispatch table. In order to reduce the table size, a global conflict analysis of selectors (methods) is performed using a graph coloring technique at compile time.

In comparison to Hierarchy Partitioning, the following observations are made:

1. The color indexed technique is significantly inefficient in memory use compared with hierarchy partitioning. Each dispatch table contains many unused entries in order to place each method entry at a fixed position in every table. For example, the classes given in Figure 1 of [Dixon 89] requires a total of 28 table entries when their coloring technique is used, while Hierarchy Partitioning uses only 15 entries.
2. Another difference between the coloring technique and Hierarchy Partitioning is that the coloring algorithm cannot exploit the structure of the given class hierarchies. For example, the coloring technique cannot have the efficiency of the efficient single inheritance scheme when most classes form a single inheritance hierarchy while the efficiency of Hierarchy Partitioning approaches that of a single inheritance implementation. An example illustrating this point is given in Figure 25. While Hierarchy Partitioning uses only 6 table entries, which is the minimum for the given example, the coloring technique requires 3 different colors for each method table giving a total of 9 table entries.

![Figure 25 - An Example Class Hierarchy](image)

3. With the coloring technique, incremental compilation becomes difficult because the coloring technique depends on a global analysis of the program. Adding a new class may result in the redefinition of dispatch tables of existing classes. This is a deficiency especially in object-oriented programming where incremental development is more pronounced.

4. The global analysis required by the coloring technique seems to incur a significant overhead in compile time. A global analysis needs to be performed every time changes occur in the set of selector names.
5.7.2 Address Map Technique

Another method dispatching technique based on an *address map* was proposed by Connor, et al. [Connor 89]. An address map is a run time table which contains a list of offsets for methods in a method table. At run time, method dispatching involves an indirection through an address map. Although the technique was proposed for multiple inheritance, it only considers subtyping. No actual inheritance, in the sense that a subclass inherits data and operations from a superclass, is assumed. The distinction between subtyping and inheritance was discussed in Chapter 2. While the technique can also be used for run-time type-checking languages, the technique is weak in exploiting the extra information provided by compile-time type-checking. The following observations can be made in comparison to Hierarchy Partitioning.

1. **While the address map technique may be suitable for the implementation of subtyping with no inheritance, there is significant overhead in execution time.** An indirection taken at each method dispatch slows down the binding process.

2. **An address map must be created at run time.** This is an expensive process especially because there is little structural relation between subtype objects and supertype objects. Hence, an assignment between a subtype variable and a supertype variable requires that an address map be dynamically allocated and its entries be filled at run time.

3. **Each address map creates space overhead.** An address map must be created for each pair of a subtype and supertype if an assignment occurs between variables of the two types.

4. **The technique does not support code sharing.**
5.7.3 Virtual Table Approach of C++

A closely related but independently developed late binding technique used by multiple inheritance C++ is described in [Stroustrup 89]. As with Hierarchy Partitioning, the technique uses a run-time table called a virtual table (vtbl) for each class and performs late binding by indexing into a virtual table. It seems that the virtual table approach of C++ is the best of the late binding techniques currently available for statically typed multiple inheritance object-oriented languages.

An instance of a class is a concatenation of the components called subobjects, each of which is a data structure defined by one of its superclasses or by the class itself. Each subobject contains a pointer to a virtual table. As with the Hierarchy Partitioning method table, a virtual table contains the pointers to the virtual functions supported by the the class of the subobject. An object variable is implemented as a pointer to a subobject.

A set of example C++ classes used in [Stroustrup 89] are shown in Figure 26(A). Figure 26(B) shows an instance of class C and its associated virtual tables. As shown in the figure, each entry in a virtual table contains two fields, namely, a method pointer and an offset of the subobject to which the method is applied. Which subobject a variable points to is determined by the type of the variable. As with Hierarchy Partitioning, an assignment between a supertype variable and a subtype variable needs an adjustment of a constant offset to the pointer value stored in the source variable. Method dispatching at run-time involves finding the starting location of a virtual table and indexing into the table.
class A { virtual void f(); }
class B { virtual void f(); virtual void g(); }
class C : A, B { void f(); }

Figure 26(A) - Example Class Definitions in C++

Figure 26(B) - An Instance of Class C

In comparison to Hierarchy Partitioning, virtual table uses the same amount of space for storing method pointers and data. However, Hierarchy Partitioning does not need as much space since the virtual table requires an additional field in each entry in order to store the offset of a subobject. Further, C++ must adjust the base address at each method dispatch.

A more direct comparison with the virtual table approach is possible when the issue of binding instance variables is considered. In fact, Hierarchical Partitioning is an extension of the virtual table scheme used by multiple inheritance C++. It can be shown that hierarchy partitioning is a significant improvement over the virtual table approach of C++ in both space and execution time. Figure 27 shows the representation of the same object of Figure 26 when Hierarchy Partitioning is applied in addition to the virtual table approach. The field
for offset(delta) has been eliminated from the method table. As a result, the space used for a method table is only half of that of a C++ virtual table. In addition, adjusting the object pointer at each invocation is not necessary.

Figure 27 - Object Structure with Hierarchy Partitioning
Chapter 6 ACT++: Building a Concurrent C++ with Actors

6.1 Introduction

ACT++ (Actors in C++) [Kafura and Lee 89C] is a prototype object-oriented language designed to explore combining concurrency with inheritance. The language is a hybrid of the actor kernel language and the object-oriented language C++. The concurrency abstraction of ACT++ is derived from the actor model as defined by Agha [Agha 86]. ACT++ represents an effort to test the utility of the actor style of programming in the domain of real-time systems applications. ACT++ is intended to evolve into a language for distributed real-time applications [Kafura 88, 89].

One of the main goals in the design of ACT++ is to prototype a language which supports the actor concurrent computation model and provides software reusability through the class inheritance mechanism of an object-oriented language. Since the language is intended for exploring the actor style of programming and object-oriented programming with class inheritance, a requirement imposed on the current ACT++ design is that it should lend itself to an inexpensive implementation. The current ACT++ design extends C++ [Stroustrup 86] with a class hierarchy which provides the abstraction of the actor model of concurrency.

The remainder of this chapter is composed of the following sections. Section 6.2 is an introduction to the actor model as defined by Agha. Section 6.3 describes the design and implementation of ACT++. Some implications of the actor model are also discussed. Some modifications of the actor model are described. Section 6.4 describes the ACT++ class hierarchy which provides the actor abstraction. Section 6.5 presents some example
programs written in ACT++. Section 6.7 further elaborates on the implementation of ACT++. The classes used in the implementation are described in some detail.

6.2 The Actor Computation Model

The actor model [Agha 86] is a concurrent computation model in which computation is achieved by actors communicating via asynchronous message passing. The actor model consists of five basic elements: actors, mail queues, messages, behaviors, and acquaintances.

An actor is a self-contained active object. Interaction among actors occurs only through message passing. Each actor is associated with and named by a unique mail queue, whose address serves as the identifier of the actor. The messages sent to an actor are buffered by its mail queue. Messages buffered in a mail queue are read one at a time in strict FIFO order. If the message queue is empty when an actor is ready to receive the next message, the actor is blocked until a message arrives in the mail queue. An actor A may send a message to another actor B only if A knows the mail queue address of B. Mail queue addresses themselves may be passed as a part of a message. These last two properties allow the connectivity among actors to be reconfigured dynamically.

The behavior of an actor is a specification of how the actor reacts to a request specified in the message being processed. A behavior is defined by a code body called the behavior script. The script contains method definitions and acquaintances. Acquaintances are the names of other actors to which an actor may send messages. A behavior script corresponds to a class definition in other object-oriented languages while acquaintances correspond to instance variables. However, acquaintances in Agha's actor model are read-only variables. There is a good reason for the read-only requirement. The actor model assumes inherent concurrency, meaning that every statement of a behavior script is executed concurrently.
except when there is a sequencing constraint required by causal ordering. The inherent concurrency would not be possible without a guarantee that no data dependency among instructions exists. Hence, the actor model provides only side-effect free operations. For example, assignment operations are not allowed as in functional programming languages.

In processing a message, an actor may perform three kinds of actions: create new actors, send messages to existing actors, and specify a replacement behavior. Actors are dynamically created at run-time as needed during the course of computation. A new actor is created by the new operation. The mail queue address of the created actor is returned as a result. Other actors may send messages to the new actor using this mail queue address. Since the creator of a new actor may pass the mail queue address of the new actor in a message, the existence of a newly created actor becomes known to other existing actors through message communication.

The send operation is the primitive used for asynchronous message passing. A message consists of the address of the target actor, the name of a method to invoke, and parameters for the method invocation. An actor is not blocked by a message sending operation since the mail queue of the receiving actor buffers incoming messages.

The last primitive operation is the specification of a replacement behavior. The operation, called become, is the most novel concept in the actor model. The difficulty in understanding the actor model comes mainly from the unusual notion of a replacement behavior.

To avoid ambiguous terminology, following entities are distinguished: actor, behavior, and thread. The following definitions deviate from Agha's terminology used in the actor model. An actor, which is identified by a mail queue address, is a combination of a mail queue and
all the activities and data structures associated with the mail queue. A *behavior script*, or *behavior* for short, determines what actions an actor may take when processing a message. A *thread* denotes a behavior script in execution. A thread has a list of acquaintances which constitute the local execution environment of the thread. The *behavior of a thread* refers to the behavior script executed by the thread. In Agha's model, a behavior receives exactly one request message.

The concept of replacement behavior means an actor may change its behavior dynamically at run time. That is, an actor may be bound to different behaviors at different points in time. These behaviors may differ in their methods and internal data structures. The only entity which does not change in the life of an actor is its mail queue address. For this reason, the *current behavior* is defined as the behavior of the most recently created thread of the actor. Similarly, the *state of an actor* is defined to be the state of the current behavior. Behaviors which are not current are called *old behaviors*. Figure 28 depicts the conceptual view of an actor.

![Conceptual View of an Actor](image)

*Figure 28 - Conceptual View of an Actor*
The become operation is the language mechanism used for specifying a replacement behavior. The become operation requires a behavior script name and a list of acquaintances. The results of the become operation is a newly created thread. The newly created thread is the current behavior of the actor. The current behavior determines how the next unprocessed message is handled. Since a thread can specify a replacement only once in its life, there is at most one behavior waiting for a message at any time. Figure 29 is the BankAccount example written in actor style.

```plaintext
Actor BankAccount(Acquaintance currentBalance)
Method GetBalance(customer)
    become BankAccount(currentBalance);
    send currentBalance to customer;

Method Deposit(amountToDeposit)
    send currentBalance + amountToDeposit to customer;
    become BankAccount(currentBalance + amountToDeposit);

Method Withdraw(amountToWithdraw)
    if currentBalance < amountToWithdraw then
        become BankAccount(currentBalance);
        send "Insufficient balance!" to customer;
    else
        become BankAccount(currentBalance - amountToWithdraw);
        send amountToWithdraw to customer;
```

Figure 29 - A Bank Account Actor
6.3 Building Actors in C++

The become operation plays two important roles in the actor model. The first is that the become operation is the mechanism by which an actor changes its state. Since actor operations have no side-effects, acquaintances cannot be modified by assignment. An actor changes its state by becoming another behavior with different acquaintances. One may view each behavior as an object by itself which has a much smaller life-time compared with active objects in other concurrent object-oriented languages. This view naturally extends the replacement behavior to one with different methods and data structures, not to mention acquaintances whose values are different from those of old behaviors.

The second important use of the become operation is as a synchronization mechanism. Besides the synchronization provided by message passing, the become operation is the only explicit synchronization primitive provided in the actor model. The consistency of the state of an actor is maintained by the use of the become operation. The combination of buffering provided by the mail queue and the become operation offers a synchronization mechanism which is similar to a serializer proposed in [Hewitt and Atkinson 79]. The become operation serializes the invocations of methods of an actor because the specification of a replacement behavior signals the mail queue to let the next request message enter the protected region of the actor. For example, consider an actor whose state is modified by the current behavior. The actor must prevent its state from being accessed by other invocation threads until the modification is complete. The mail queue must block other requests until the modified state becomes available. Specifying a replacement behavior is the mechanism for informing the mail queue that the current behavior has finished computing the state of the actor, and so the next thread can thus be created.
A significant result of the become operation is the potential for concurrency inside an actor. Intra-object concurrency naturally arises when the current behavior continues after it specifies the replacement behavior. In this case, two or more threads proceed concurrently.

6.3.1 The Actor Model in ACT++

The effectiveness of the instruction level fine-grain concurrency of Agha's actor model is predicated on the availability of a large number of processors with extremely fast interprocessor communication. Instruction-level concurrency is not effective in a system of a relatively small number of loosely coupled processors. Since the long-term application domain of ACT++ is distributed real-time systems, the fine-grain concurrency offered by the actor model is not desirable. Hence, instruction-level concurrency is not a concern of ACT++. An ACT++ behavior in execution is a sequential process called an *ultra-light process*. The term ultra-light derives from the fact that the code size and the life-time of a behavior is equivalent to that of a procedure. The decision to remove the instruction-level concurrency from C++ has several significant impacts.

Removal of instruction-level concurrency makes actors in our model more compatible with imperative language constructs. Method definitions are no longer subject to the requirement of side-effect free operations. Acquaintances, which are called instance variables in ACT++, can be written to. Hence, an actor may change state by directly modifying its instance variables with assignment operations. There is no loss of intra-actor concurrency at the level of behaviors. Concurrency in ACT++ comes from two sources: creation of a new actor and specification of a replacement behavior. The former results in inter-object concurrency, while the latter yields intra-object concurrency.

Another significant impact is that ACT++ encourages actors to be more coarse-grained objects. The become operation in Agha's actor model forces the data structures contained in
actors to be very small because an actor specifying a replacement behavior must enumerate all the acquaintances to be included in the local execution environment of the replacement behavior. In the primitive actor model, programming can quickly become complex even with a small increase in the number of acquaintances. Hence, programmers are discouraged from gathering related data items together into one actor. Agha's modeling of a stack, where each item of a stack is modeled as an actor, reflects this phenomenon.

The coarse actor granularity in ACT++ is also more compatible with class inheritance. Since a subclass typically needs its own instance variables in addition to inherited instance variables, the number of instance variables in a class increases as the class hierarchy grows deeper. If all instance variables must be explicitly specified in the become operation, a class hierarchy of more than one or two levels becomes unwieldy.

**Objects**

Two kinds of objects are distinguished in ACT++, namely *active objects* and *passive objects*. An active object proceeds concurrently with other objects. An active object, possessing its own thread of control, is an actor. All objects that are not actors are passive objects. A passive object does not have its own thread of control. The invocation of a method of a passive object is performed using the thread of the requesting object. The sender of a message to a passive object is blocked until the invocation is complete. Since a passive object has no mechanism to control invocations of its methods, concurrent invocations of its methods may cause the state of the object to become inconsistent. Hence, a passive object must be known to only a single actor. The reference to a passive object cannot be exported to other actors. Passive objects are used to build an actor, being private to the actor. All shared objects are actors. This restriction is enforced in the current implementation only by convention.
Class
Each object is an instance of some class. A class defines the properties of its instance objects. A class may inherit from another existing class by declaring itself a subclass of the existing class. A subclass may redefine, restrict, or extends the definition of its superclass.
An active object is an instance of a class which is a direct or indirect subclass of a special class called ACTOR. A passive object is an instance of a class which is not a subclass of the ACTOR class.

Actor
The ACT++ language supports the primitive operations of Agha’s actor kernel language: new, send, and become. By declaring a class as a direct or indirect subclass of the built-in class ACTOR, one can define a behavior script, which is also called an actor class in ACT++. A new actor is created using a New operation. The New operation creates a pair of a new mail queue and an instance of the specified actor class. The address of the mail queue is returned as the result.

A behavior script is written using the actor primitives and the imperative language constructs of C++. The instructions in a behavior script are executed sequentially. An actor may specify itself as the replacement behavior by specifying self as the argument to the become operation. In this case, the replacement behavior is created using a copy of the instance variables of the current behavior.

Message Passing
Invoking methods of passive objects has the semantics of a function call and will not be discussed further. Invoking a method of an actor is via asynchronous message passing.

---

1To distinguish the actor new operation from the new operation of C++, we write the first character in upper case.
Asynchronous message passing in ACT++ is supported through predefined objects called *mail boxes*. Two types of messages are distinguished in ACT++, namely, *request messages* and *reply messages*. A request message is used to invoke a method while a reply message is used to deliver the result of a method invocation. Two types of mail boxes are provided to support the two different kinds of messages: *Mbox* and *Cbox*. Mbox models the mail queue of the actor model while Cbox allows for programming with *futures* [Lieberman 87].

**Request Messages and Mbox**

A *request message* is used to send a request to another actor. A request message consists of the name of a method to be executed by the receiving actor and arguments for method invocation. A request message is sent by a *send* operation. The send operation requires as arguments the target Mbox and the message being sent.

Request messages are buffered in the Mbox of the receiving actor. An actor may refer to its own Mbox using the pseudo-variable self. Each behavior of an actor can process only one request message in the Mbox at a time. Since a thread is created only if the mail queue has a message for the thread, the operation of receiving a request message from the sending actor is implicit in a behavior script. Once the execution of a behavior begins, the message to be processed is available and is read by an implicit *receive* operation on self. A behavior is not blocked by the receive operation performed on self since the thread of the behavior is not created until a message becomes available in its mail queue.

**Reply Messages and Cbox**

If the sender of a request message wants to receive the result of a method invocation, the sender may provide a Cbox name (see below) in the request message. The reply operation is used to transmit a reply message containing the result. The name of a Cbox specified in a
request message is called the "reply destination" [Yonezawa et al. 87]. Since an actor knows the reply destination when it accepts a request message, the reply destination need not be explicitly provided by the programmer in the reply operation. If the sender, A, does not provide its own Cbox in a request message, reply forwarding occurs. The reply is not delivered to the actor A: instead, the reply is directly delivered to the actor that sent the request message to the actor A.

A Cbox in ACT++, named after the Cbox structure of Concurrent Smalltalk [Yokote and Tokoro 86], implements "waiting by necessity" [Caromel 88]. The Cbox is a special mailbox created to receive the reply resulting from an initiated operation. An actor accepts a message from a Cbox using the receive operation. If a reply is available in the Cbox, the reply is immediately delivered to the actor. Otherwise, the receive operation blocks the caller until a reply arrives. An actor can check if the reply has arrived in a Cbox using the in operation on the Cbox. The in operation returns a boolean value of true if a reply message exists in the Cbox, else the value false is returned.

The Cbox was designed for three reasons. One reason is to prevent the an actor which needs to receive a reply from being split into multiple fine-grained continuations. Cbox provides a feedback communication channel which allows the sender of a request message to receive a reply message directly from the server of the request without creating separate actors to implement a continuation waiting on a reply message.

The second motivation is to reduce the complexity in defining a behavior which receives the results of the operations which an actor initiates. Using a single mailbox for both request messages and reply messages requires a server actor to have some a priori knowledge of the client actor. The server must know what method of the client to invoke in order to pass the reply to the client. The a priori knowledge can be minimized if the server actor may
assume that every client actor provides the same method to receive a reply. However, the script of a sender of a request becomes complex if more than one reply is to be received. For example, the function-apply actor requiring two inputs, as defined in [Agha 86], must create continuations in order to maintain an explicit state transition to differentiate the two inputs received using the same method. The Cbox mechanism simplifies the sender/receiver protocol by eliminating the need to define a separate method for receiving a reply message.

The third reason is to allow for an efficient implementation of an actor which cannot proceed until a reply is received. The call and reply constructs in Agha's SAL language [Agha 86] abstract away the details of the protocol for receiving a reply by requiring a specialized service from the compiler. The compiler is responsible for translating a call expression into a continuation which waits for the reply. However, in the primitive actor model, the initiating actor becomes inactive by means of an insensitive actor until the reply is forwarded by the continuation. An actor, A, becomes insensitive by assuming a behavior which forwards all incoming messages to an auxiliary buffer actor. This forwarding continues until the message arrives which contains the result of the initiated operation. At this time, A sends the buffer actor a message directing the buffer to retransmit all queued messages back to A.

The Cbox mechanism is more flexible than insensitive actors because an actor may create many Cboxes before waiting on any of them. Alternatively, a Cbox may be used for receiving the same type of reply messages sent by multiple actors. Implementation of and-synchronization and or-synchronization are directly supported by the Cbox mechanism. An or-synchronization is implemented by reading only one reply message from a single Cbox to which multiple reply messages may be delivered. Attempts to read a message prior to the delivery of the message causes the reader to block. The actor will be resumed if a reply from any sender is received. An and-synchronization of n events may be achieved by the
action of reading reply messages from a Cbox n times consecutively. The actor reading the messages is suspended and resumed repeatedly until all n messages are received by the Cbox.

It is also possible to create a customer actor to implement a continuation. One can create a customer actor by passing a Cbox as an argument of the initial behavior used by a New operation. The creator of a customer actor can have the reply for a request message sent to the customer by specifying the passed to the customer as the reply destination of the request message.

6.3.2 Development Strategy for ACT++

For an experimental language like ACT++, one is faced with the decision of whether to implement a translator for the new language. Since the primary use of ACT++ is exploratory, the detailed syntax for the language was considered of less importance than the general abstractions provided by the language. Therefore, ACT++ is built upon an existing object-oriented language syntax. The mechanisms for creating class hierarchies found in object-oriented languages make it possible to create abstractions that support actor concurrency without changing the definition of the base language. As explained below, C++ was chosen as the base language.

An implementation based on a language like C++, which supports class inheritance has several advantages. First, the compiler and other tools for C++ are directly available for programming in ACT++. Committing the effort required to develop a translator for premature language designs may be deferred. The compiler development effort can be

---

1 A further optimization may be achieved by extending the semantics of receiving from a Cbox. A possible extension to the current design is to provide a Cbox operation which takes the number of events and suspends the actor until all of the specified number of replies are received by the Cbox.
postponed until the language design has proven to be useful and stable. Second, since the base language supports class inheritance, the inheritance mechanism can be conveniently incorporated into ACT++. Although experiments revealed that this expectation was only partly met by the current design [Kafura and Lee 89B], the class inheritance mechanism of the base language is provided to ACT++ programmers. Third, experimenting with the ACT++ language will identify deficiencies in the design. Evolutionary changes in the design are more easily accommodated with the modularity and reusability encouraged by class hierarchies. The reasons for choosing C++ as the base language are as follows: C++ is efficient, strongly-typed, and widely available. The strong support of overloading provided by C++ turned out to be a powerful tool for syntactic extension of the language. C++ is also the base language for the operating system kernel being designed by others for the execution of ACT++ programs [Kafura 88].

6.4 Class Hierarchy
The major difficulty in combining C++ and actors lies in incorporating the asynchronous message passing mechanism into C++, which currently has no notion of either message passing or concurrency, but does insist on strong typing. The class hierarchy used in the current implementation is shown in Figure 30. Only the most important aspects of this hierarchy are given here. A more detailed discussion of these classes is provided in Section 6.6. An ACT++ programmer need only know about three classes: ACTOR, Mbox, and Cbox. Other classes found in the hierarchy are implementation details and are transparent to an ACT++ programmer. While ACT++ specific operations, with the exception of the New operation, are directly supported as methods of the three classes, some operation names were beautified with a spoonful of syntactic sugar. The additional operations supported by ACT++ are summarized in Figure 31. Each of these operations is described below.
The **New** operation for creating a new actor is a function which takes the name of an actor class as an argument. Ideally, the New operation should be provided as a class method of each actor class. However, since a class in C++ is not a run-time entity unlike in Smalltalk-80, the New operation is implemented as a conventional function without being a member of any class. The **become** operation is a method of the **ACTOR** class. The operation is overloaded to allow an actor to specify self as the replacement behavior. The **send** operation is implemented as a method of the class **Mbox**. For cosmetic reasons, the syntax for sending a message is actually written as a series of stream-like output operations (<<). For example, the following statement sends to an **Mbox** called myMbox a message consisting of **aMethod**, **replyDestination**, and two method invocation parameters, namely, **firstInteger** and **secondInteger**:

```
myMbox << aMethod << replyDestination << firstInteger << secondInteger;
```

An actor can read a request message from its **Mbox** using the operation >> on the pseudo variable self. Since the method name argument of a request message is used by the mail
queue for selecting the method to invoke, the method name is not read by the >> operation. Similarly, the reply destination argument is not read by >>. The >> operation is used only to read the values of the parameters of the method. Each method of a behavior script begins with a >> statement. For example, continuing the example above, the definition of the method aMethod of an actor myMbox uses the following syntax for reading a message from the Mbox:

self >> firstIntegerArg >> secondIntegerArg;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>Create a new actor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>become</td>
<td>ACTOR</td>
<td>Specify a replacement behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;&lt;</td>
<td>Mbox,Cbox</td>
<td>Send a message to a mail box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;&gt;</td>
<td>Mbox,Cbox</td>
<td>Receive from a Cbox or Self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reply</td>
<td>Cbox</td>
<td>Send a reply message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in</td>
<td>Cbox</td>
<td>Check if a Cbox is not empty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 31 - Summary of ACT++ Operations

The class Cbox supports the reply method for transmitting a reply message. Since the reply destination is known when a request message is processed, the Cbox name is provided implicitly by the language. The following statement sends a reply message containing 23 to the reply destination:

reply(23);
Two other methods are provided by a Cbox: **in** and **receive**. The method **in()** is used to check whether or not the reply has arrived in a Cbox. The receive operation denoted by **>>** reads a reply from a Cbox. The use of these methods are illustrated in the following code fragment:

```cpp
if (myCbox1.in()) then
    myCbox1 >> anInteger
else
    myCbox2 >> anInteger;
```

If **myCbox1** has not yet received a reply, then myCbox2 is read, in which case the actor executing the statement may be blocked depending on the presence or absence of a reply message in myCbox2.

An or-synchronization in which the actor waits for an event, either a or b, to occur is illustrated in the following examples:

```cpp
eventCbox >> anyEvent;
    do-after-synch-stuff;
```

An and-synchronization in which an actor waits for all three events to occur is illustrated as follows:

```cpp
eventCbox >> event1 >> event2 >> event3;
    do-after-synch-stuff;
```
6.5 Example Programs

Two example programs written in ACT++ are presented in Figures 32 and 33. The first program which computes 20! is an example of actors with no acquaintances. Such actors are called unserialized actors. Since no time-dependent errors can occur in invoking an unserialized actor, the language assumes that an unserialized actor has an implicit become operation at the beginning of its script so that the actor can immediately serve the next request in the mail queue. The second example, a cruise control problem, illustrates a serialized actor. The behavior script of a serialized actor must specify a replacement behavior at some point in its computation.

6.5.1 A Concurrent Factorial Actor

Figure 32 shows a concurrent factorial actor written in ACT++. The class name for the concurrent factorial actor is ConcFact. Since the class ConcFact is a subclass of ACTOR (line 3), the instances of ConcFact are active objects. The function main() is the driver of the program where the action of computing 20! starts. ACT++ regards the main() function as an actor without methods. In the main() function, the operation New creates a new actor whose initial behavior is defined by the class ConcFact (line 16). The New operation returns the address of an Mbox, which is bound to the Mbox variable factorial. The main() function sends a request message to factorial using << operators (line 17). The message contains the method name to be invoked, the reply destination myCbox, and a seed value n. It then receives the result from myCbox (line 18). The main() function is blocked until the Cbox receives the result. The use of a Cbox allows main() to receive the result directly from the actor factorial. Without a Cbox, an extra actor would need to be defined to receive and print the final result.

ConcFact uses another actor class called RangeProduct. The request message is read using the >> operation on self (line 24). ConcFact simply reformats the request message and
forwards the request to a RangeProduct actor (line 26). Note that ConcFact does not pass its own Cbox name in the request message sent to a RangeProduct actor. The reason is that ConcFact wants to have RangeProduct send the reply directly to main(). When RangeProduct performs a reply operation (line 42), a reply to myCbox of main() is sent since ConcFact does not change the reply destination.

The RangeProduct multiplies all numbers in the range specified by its two input arguments. The algorithm of RangeProduct is based on a divide-and-conquer technique. On receiving a request, a RangeProduct actor checks for a range containing only one number (line 32). If this condition is true, the lower limit is returned (line 33). Otherwise, the midpoint determining two sub-ranges is computed (line 35). To compute the products of these two sub-ranges concurrently, two new RangeProduct actors, rp1 and rp2 are created (lines 36-37). Each of rp1 and rp2 is sent a request message containing one sub-range (lines 39-40). This process continues until the sub-range being computed by a RangeProduct actor contains only one number.

Two sub-range products are eventually delivered to subCbox of the Range-Product actor which was created earliest. The actor multiplies the two sub-range products and sends the result to its reply destination, myCbox of the main() function. The use of a separate Cbox for each sub-range product is also possible. For this particular problem, distinguishing the two replies is not necessary. Hence, a single Cbox is used.
```c++
#include "act.h" // include the ACT++ kernel classes

class ConcFact: ACTOR { 
 public:
    void compute_factorial();
};

class RangeProduct: ACTOR { 
 public:
    void compute_product();
};

main()
{
    int k;
    int n = 20; /* compute 20! */
    Cbox myCbox;
    Mbox factorial = New(ConcFact); // bind it to an instance of ConcFact;
    factorial <<= &ConcFact::compute_factorial <<= myCbox <<= n;
        // send a request message
    myCbox >> k; // receive a reply from factorial
    printf("%d\n", k);
}

void ConcFact::compute_factorial() // a method of ConcFact
{
    int m;
    self >> m; // read a request message
    Mbox rp1 = New(RangeProduct);
    rp1 <<= &RangeProduct::compute_product <<= 1 <<= m;
}

void RangeProduct::compute_product() // a method of RangeProduct
{
    int low, mid, high, sub1, sub2;
    self >> low >> high;
    if (low>=high)
    reply(low);
    else {
        mid = (low+high) / 2;
        Mbox rp1 = New(RangeProduct);
        Mbox rp2 = New(RangeProduct);
        Cbox subCbox;
        rp1 <<= &RangeProduct::compute_product <<= subCbox <<= low << mid;
        rp2 <<= &RangeProduct::compute_product <<= subCbox <<= mid+1<<high;
        subCbox >> sub1 >> sub2;
        reply(sub1*sub2);
    }
}
```

Figure 32 - Concurrent Factorial Actor in ACT++
6.5.2 A Cruise Control Problem

The following is an adapted definition of a cruise control problem described in [Gehani 83].

A cruise control maintains an automobile at a constant speed selected by the driver. The cruise control mechanism is set in action by driving the automobile at the desired cruising speed and then pushing the cruise control button. The cruise control mechanism is disengaged by depressing either the brake or the accelerator. When neither of these are depressed the cruise control mechanism must check the current speed and adjust the throttle to the requested cruising speed. It takes 0.1 second for the throttle to adjust its opening.

The modeling of the cruise control problem includes actors representing the accelerator, cruise button, brake, speedometer, throttle, and timer. A cruise control is also defined. For simplicity, only the definition of the cruise control actor is shown here. The cruise control actor may be in one of two states at any time: the cruise control is on or off. These states are defined by actor classes named CruiseOn and CruiseOff, respectively. From the description of the problem, the cruise control actor may receive a request message from the accelerator, cruise button, and brake. The cruise controller must also know the throttle actor, speedometer, and timer. The assumption is made that there exists some low level I/O mechanism which allows the actors to interact with the physical devices. The cruise button actor sends an on() message while the accelerator and the brake send an off() message to the cruise control actor. Given the previous description of the concepts of an actor program and the factorial example, one can easily follow the example in Figure 33.
```cpp
#include "act.h"
class CruiseOff;
class CruiseOn;

class CruiseOn : ACTOR {
    Mbox mySpeedometer, myThrottle, myTimer;        // instance variables
    int cruisingSpeed;
	public:
    CruiseOn (Mbox aSpeedometer, Mbox aThrottle, Mbox aTimer, int aSpeed)
    {
        // constructor
        mySpeedometer = aSpeedometer;
        myThrottle = aThrottle;
        myTimer = aTimer;
        cruisingSpeed = aSpeed;
    }

    void off()
    {
        // turn off cruise control
        become(new CruiseOff(mySpeedometer, myThrottle, myTimer));
    }

    void on()
    {
        // control already on; no action required; ignore this request
    }

    void maintain()
    {
        // try to maintain the specified cruising speed
        int currentSpeed, aSignal;
        Cbox speedCbox, timerCbox;
        mySpeedometer << &Speedometer::speed << speedCbox;
        speedCbox >> currentSpeed;
        myThrottle << &Throttle::adjust << cruisingSpeed - currentSpeed;
        myTimer << &Timer::wakeup << 0.1;
        timerCbox >> aSignal;
        become(Self);
        self << &CruiseOn::maintain;
    }
};

class CruiseOff : ACTOR {
    Mbox mySpeedometer, myThrottle, myTimer;
	public:
    CruiseOff (Mbox aSpeedometer, Mbox aThrottle, Mbox aTimer)
    {
        mySpeedometer = aSpeedometer; myThrottle = aThrottle; myTimer = aTimer;
    }

    void on()
    {
        // turn on the cruise control
        int desiredSpeed;
        self >> desiredSpeed;
        become(new CruiseOn(mySpeedometer, myThrottle, myTimer, desiredSpeed));
        self << &CruiseOn::maintain;
    }

    void off()
    {
        // control already off; no action required; ignore this message
    }

    void maintain()
    {
        // control already off; no action required; ignore this message
    }
};
```

Figure 33 - A Cruise Controller
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Several issues, however, are raised by this example. Messages for on() should not make any difference if the cruise control is already on. For example, the driver may press the cruise control button while the cruise control is engaged. The driver should see no visible effect. Similarly, off() and maintain() messages should be ignored if the cruise control is off. This problem is handled in the above program by dummy methods, which simply ignore the requests being processed. Two dummy methods are used: on() in CruiseOn and off() in CruiseOff(). However, this solution does not seem satisfactory since it is not feasible to have a dummy method for every unanticipated method. More importantly, some request messages cannot simply be ignored even if they are not served by the current behavior. They may need to be saved for later processing. This example illustrates a more general issue of handling request messages which are not recognized by the current behavior of an actor.

A different kind of difficulty arises when the accelerator or the brake pedal is depressed while the cruise control is on. Messages currently buffered in the mail queue must be discarded since the cruise control mechanism is disengaged. This requires that the off() message sent by the accelerator be served with a higher priority than the other buffered messages. The lack of an urgency notion in the actor model makes it difficult to model even a primitive real-time problem like the cruise control.

Although the classes CruiseOff and CruiseOn are defined as separate behaviors, defining them as full fledged classes is awkward because they are just parts of a larger behavior, say, CruiseControl. A more natural solution is to combine the two behaviors into a single class. This splitting of a coherent object definition is forced by the semantics of Agha's become operation. Splitting the behavior of an actor in this way is also undesirable from the perspective of class inheritance. One must define subclasses of both CruiseOff and CruiseOn in defining an actor using the cruise control actor. A more fundamental problem
resulting from the conflict between the become operation and class inheritance is discussed in the next chapter.

6.6 Implementation of the ACT++ Language Kernel

The classes shown earlier in Figure 30 were implemented using the AT&T C++ compiler in a Unix environment. Actors are created as light-weight processes which share the same Unix address space. In this section, a detailed description of the implementation is presented. First, an overview of the class hierarchy of the ACT++ language kernel is provided. The implementation of the kernel language primitives are discussed in detail. The implementation of the pseudo-variable self is also described. Finally, the run-time model of the language is described by following the thread of an actor which sends a message to another actor.

6.6.1 An Overview of Classes

The class hierarchy used for implementing the current ACT++ kernel appears in Figure 30. The class ACTOR extends its superclass ActiveObj with the addition of a become() method. The class ActiveObj defines the primitive behavior of all active objects. An instance of ActiveObj contains information needed by the scheduling mechanism. Instance variables for the size and the base address of the run-time stack, frame pointer, and argument pointer for the current thread are present in the ActiveObj class. Methods supported by ActiveObj include operations used to start, suspend, and resume a thread. These operations are used by the scheduling mechanism which is embodied in a class called Worker. Although the current implementation supports only a single Worker, a future design will support multiple Workers, each of which runs on a separate node in a network. The class Worker defines variables for scheduling policy information and provides methods needed to perform context switching of threads.
A MemoryManager object is responsible for dynamic storage allocation needed for running actors. Since the current implementation makes use of the C++ object creation mechanism for creating new actors, the function of the MemoryManager object is limited to allocation and deallocation of stack spaces. Future versions of the MemoryManager will incorporate automatic garbage-collection of actors. Garbage-collection of actors is known to be different from other traditional real-time garbage collectors, which are concerned about reclaiming passive data objects. The problem of garbage collecting actors is described in [Kafura 90].

The class Mail is used to create a message from a list of data items. An instance of Mail is a list of MsgToken objects. Each MsgToken object corresponds to a data item supplied in a message sending operation. The overloading of << methods allows a message to be created using a stream-like interface. The reverse operation >> is provided to allow data items to be extracted in a way similar to a stream input operation. The class Mail is not directly visible to a programmer. A programmer uses the << method of an Mbox when sending a message.

The Slink, Dlink, Slist, Dlist, and Queue classes implement generic data objects for singly and doubly linked nodes, singly and doubly linked lists, and queues. MailBox is implemented as a queue of Mail objects. Two mail boxes, Mbox and Cbox are subclasses of MailBox. An Mbox supports the method <<, which takes a method name and returns a reference to a Mail object which is newly added to the Mbox. Subsequent arguments, if any, of a message sending operation are attached to the returned Mail object using the << operation of the Mail object. The use of << operations in a message sending operation is overloaded for each type of argument. A Cbox supports the overloaded method << which allows a reply to be sent to the Cbox object. A Cbox object also provides the overloaded method >> for reading a reply from the Cbox. The method in() of a Cbox returns TRUE or FALSE depending on the availability of a reply message in the Cbox.
6.6.2 The Actor Operations

The **New** operation creates a new Mbox, and binds together the Mbox and a behavior supplied in the call. The binding is represented by setting a variable in each object to identify the other object. A pointer to the Mbox is returned.

The **become** operation changes the current behavior of an actor associated with the Mbox by resetting a variable in Mbox to point to the replacement behavior specified as the argument of the call. If a message is available in the mail queue, the replacement behavior is given the message. The become operation also modifies the execution state of the actor. Figure 34 shows the state transitions of a behavior.

![State transitions of a behavior](image)

A behavior has the **NEW** state when initially created. The behavior changes to the **NEWREADY** state if the mail queue has a request message. The behavior is given the message and placed in the ready queue of the Worker. If no message is found in the mail queue when a behavior is newly created, the behavior remains in the **NEW** state, which causes the behavior to wait for the arrival of a new message. When a message arrives at an Mbox, two possibilities exist. If the Mbox has a behavior waiting for a message, the
behavior is assigned the message. The behavior is then appended to the ready queue, and its state is changed to NEWREADY. Otherwise, the message is placed in the mail queue of the Mbox.

A behavior in the NEWREADY state is changed to RUNNING when the behavior is selected for execution by the scheduler. A RUNNING behavior is put in the BLOCKED state if the behavior attempts to receive from an empty Cbox. When a reply message arrives in the Cbox later, the behavior is moved to the READY state. The difference between NEWREADY and READY is that a behavior in the former is yet to be allocated a run-time stack while a behavior in the latter has already allocated a stack. The state TERMINATED indicates a behavior execution has been completed. The resources used by a behavior are collected for recycling by the system when the behavior enters the TERMINATED state.

The operation reply is implemented as a macro which is expanded to sending a message to a reply destination. The reply destination of a reply message is found in the structure self, which exists in each actor. A variable in self stores the reply destination specified in the request message currently being processed. We now describe the implementation of self.

6.6.3 Self

The pseudo-variable self is an instance variable defined in ACTOR. The variable is a reference to an instance of SelfObj which is essentially a pair of Mbox and Mail variables. The << operation applied to self invokes the << operation of the Mbox while the >> operation is directed to the Mail object. When an actor is created, the Mbox variable of self in the actor is initialized to the Mbox of the actor. The Mail variable of self is set to an instance of Mail when a message is bound to a behavior of the actor. The definition of the class SelfObj is shown in Figure 35.
class SelfObj : Object {
    Mbox& myMbox; // private instance variables
    Mail& myMail;

    public:
    Mail& operator<<(Method p) // overload << to receive a
    {                          // method name
        return (myMbox << p);
    }
    ...
    // overload << to receive args
    // of a method invocation

    Mail& operator>>(int x) // overload >> to receive an
    {                     // integer
        return (myMail >> x);
    }
    ...
    // overload >> to receive other
    // types of arguments
};

Figure 35 - Implementation of SelfObj
6.6.4 A Trace of an Execution Thread

In this section, a trace of the execution of the factorial actor discussed in Section 6.5 is presented in order to give a more detailed description of the implementation. Figure 36 shows the data structures related to an actor at run-time. An actor is represented by the actor's current behavior. The instance data structure of an actor class is the focal point of a running behavior. The instance of an actor class contains the self variable and a pointer to the run-time stack. The self object identifies a mail queue which represents the actor to which the behavior belongs and a request message being processed by the behavior. The mail queue is also linked to the current behavior by a pointer in its structure. This binding is changed when the current behavior specifies a replacement behavior. Associated with a mail queue are a list of request messages. Cboxes are allocated in the heap memory. The Cbox variables in the stack link a behavior to its Cboxes. Each Cbox is associated with a list of reply messages.

Figure 36 - Run-time data structures for an actor
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The program shown in Figure 32 is used in the following discussion. The New operation (line 16) creates an Mbox and an instance of ConcFact. These two objects are bound together and the pointer to the Mbox is returned. The pointer is assigned to the variable factorial. The state of the new behavior is initialized to NEW. The next line sends a request message to factorial. In the current implementation, a method pointer is used as the method name to be invoked. The first << operation results in the creation of a Mail object, to which subsequent << operations are applied. The message consisting of a method pointer, a reply destination, and an integer is sent to the factorial actor. Since the current behavior of factorial is waiting for a message, the request message is bound to the behavior. The behavior is then placed in the ready queue of the Worker.

To allow main() to be regarded as an actor, an actor representing the thread of main() is created when the first ready behavior is put in the ready queue. From then on, main() is treated as an actor. In the program, main() executes the >> operation on myCbox (line 18). Since the Cbox has not yet received a reply, the main() actor is blocked. Register values are saved in the run-time stack while the frame pointer and the argument pointer are saved in its instance variables, defined by ActiveObj, so that the actor’s state can be restored later. The state of the main() actor is changed to BLOCKED. An instance variable of myCbox is updated to contain the address of the main() actor. The Cbox myCbox is then marked as one on which an actor is waiting. The Worker (scheduler) now takes control. The Worker is implemented as a light-weight process which has its own stack. The Worker state is restored using the frame pointer and the argument pointer saved in its object structure.

The Worker schedules the next ready behavior found in its ready queue. A behavior found in the ready queue may be in either NEWREADY or READY state. Both states imply that a behavior is ready to run. More specifically NEWREADY indicates that the behavior is yet to be allocated a run-time stack, while READY indicates the behavior is resumed with its
old stack. In this example, the next ready behavior is in the NEWREADY state. The Worker first allocates a stack space with the assistance of the MemoryManager. The Worker then switches to the behavior by first saving its own state in its stack, and jumping to the entry point of the behavior. The control of the behavior automatically returns to the Worker when the behavior execution finishes. The entry point is located in the method pointer field of the request message being processed by the behavior and is retrieved via a method defined in ACTOR. Hence, line 18 results in blocking of the main() actor and the execution of the compute() method of a ConcFact actor.

The execution of the ConcFact actor causes many more actors to run concurrently. Eventually, the RangeProduct actor created by ConcFact receives replies from two actors computing sub-ranges (line 41), as discussed in Section 6.4. The RangeProduct actor sends the final result to myCbox of main() (line 42). The arrival of the reply to myCbox moves the main() actor from BLOCKED to READY, with the value in the message being assigned to the variable k. When main() is resumed by the scheduler, main() continues its execution at line 19. At this time, the value of k is available. Hence, main() prints the correct result of 20! and finishes. Since the return point for main() is not touched, the control returns in a normal way, i.e., to the operating system kernel.
Chapter 7 Inheritance in Actor Based Concurrent Object-Oriented Languages

7.1 Introduction

Is inheritance inconsistent with concurrency? The interference between inheritance and object-based concurrency has been noted by others [Briot 87, Wegner 87]. These observations center on the difficulty of locating or copying methods at run-time in systems without shared memory. However, this is not considered a fundamental difficulty because the performance penalty induced by inheritance may not always be a problem. At an extreme, the sharing problem may be avoided by allowing multiple copies of the same code and data on different nodes. [Briot 87] discusses a copy technique which is useful in this situation.

The fundamental interference between inheritance and concurrency is more deeply rooted. This difficulty can be observed in existing object-oriented languages, only a few of which support both concurrency and inheritance. The problem, to be described later, is that inheritance and concurrency control tend to interfere with each other. This interference results in concurrent object-based languages which either do not support inheritance or which do so only by severely compromising some other property. For example, one language supporting both concurrency and inheritance compromises object encapsulation [Yokote and Tokoro 86]. A second language excludes the possibility of inheriting synchronization code [Caromel 88]. A result of this restriction is limited leverage in reusability. In yet another language, inheritance had been tried but was removed later because of limited reusability [America 87A]. The same basic problem was found in the initial design of ACT++.
This chapter analyzes the approaches to inheritance and concurrency control in existing object-oriented languages and proposes a solution to the interference problem using a technique called behavior abstraction. In the remainder of this chapter, Section 7.2 classifies approaches to concurrency control in existing object-oriented languages. Based on this classification, an analysis of currently existing concurrent object-oriented languages is presented. Section 7.3 describes the conflict between inheritance and concurrency found in an actor based language. Section 7.4 discusses a solution to this problem.

7.2 Concurrency Control in Object-Based Languages

This section discusses the relationship between concurrency and inheritance in existing languages. The interference between the two mechanisms is observed.

An object in a concurrent object-oriented language may proceed in parallel with another object. Such an object has its own thread of control. An object with its own thread of control is called an active object. In contrast, an object in a sequential language does not possess its own thread of control. An object without its own thread of control is called a passive object. Concurrency implies the need for synchronization, without which the state of an active object may become inconsistent. Since the internal state of an object can only be accessed via method invocation, previous object-based concurrency control techniques were implemented inside the object. There are two directions in providing concurrency control. One approach centralizes concurrency control in a single procedure. This approach is called centralized control. The other approach distributes concurrency control among methods without a centralized procedure and is called decentralized control.

In centralized control, message reception is explicitly programmed using guarded commands or SELECT constructs. CSP [Hoare 78], ADA [DoD 83], ABCL/1 [Yonezawa
POOL-T [America 87A], and Extended Eiffel\(^1\) [Caromel 88] belong to this category. There is a common problem in attempting to incorporate inheritance into these languages: synchronization constraints specified in the centralized procedure cannot be inherited by a subclass. This point becomes clearer when each of these languages is reviewed later in this section.

Two different approaches to concurrency control are found in languages with decentralized control. One approach uses critical sections and the other approach uses interface control. A majority of languages adopt the critical section approach. In these languages, each method is responsible for ensuring a certain condition before entering a critical section. Several languages use a locking mechanism. Each method must explicitly lock a variable before entering a critical section and then unlock the variable when exiting the critical section. Other languages use a construct similar to a conditional critical region [Hansen 72]. For example, a newer version of Concurrent Smalltalk provides a construct called relinquish which allows a thread to wait on a condition [Yokote 87]. In Trellis/Owl [Moss 87], the lock block structure automatically performs an unlock for a lock variable when its scope is exited.

Two problems exist in the approach based on critical sections. First, object encapsulation is weakened. Relying on a lock variable requires that the variable be visible to any subclass in the class hierarchy, which is a violation of encapsulation. A similar observation is made by [Snyder 86A]. Second, a method may violate the critical section protocol. For example, if explicit locking is used, a method may enter the critical section without performing the locking. This problem is compounded in a language which supports inheritance. Because

\(^1\) The language is a concurrent extension of Eiffel [Meyer 87]. Since the language was not given a name in [Caromel 88], Extended Eiffel is adopted.
the subclass is separated from the superclass, there is a greater possibility that methods defined in a subclass may not observe the critical section protocol.

The other approach in decentralized control is based on direct control of the object interface. In this approach, called interface control, message reception is implicit. A method execution is initiated only when the method is allowed to access the internal state of the object. The underlying mail system delivers a message when the receiver is ready. Hybrid [Nierstrasz 87] and actor based languages such as Act2 [Theriault 83] and Act3 [Agha 86] are found in this category. For example, Hybrid provides constructs which control the availability of methods. A method may be closed temporarily so that messages for that method are not allowed to cross the object boundary. The blocked messages are processed later when the method is re-opened. In Act2 and Act3, synchronization of an active object is achieved with the become operation. This operation allows an object to change to another object, which may have a different interface and even different data structures. Neither Act2 nor Act3 supports inheritance. A serious problem occurs when adding inheritance to languages using interface control. Defining a new method in a subclass may invalidate many superclass methods.

The remainder of this section describes how the problem of combining inheritance and concurrency is manifested in the following concurrent object-based languages: POOL-T, Extended Eiffel, Concurrent Smalltalk, Hybrid, Act3, and ACT++. Each of these languages uses a different approach to concurrency control. While some of these languages do not support inheritance, they are included here since a review of these languages provides insight into the conflict between inheritance and concurrency.

POOL-T: the concurrency control approach of POOL-T [America 87A] is centralized. In POOL-T, the class definition of a concurrent object consists of a list of methods and a
separate procedure called *body* which specifies concurrency constraints. An object explicitly states its willingness to accept messages in the *body* using a construct similar to guarded command. POOL-T does not support inheritance. In fact, inheritance was tried in the initial design, but later removed. The decision to remove inheritance from POOL-T illustrates the general interference between inheritance and centralized control. The problem is that inheritance in a language with centralized control does not allow reuse of synchronization code. In centralized control languages like POOL-T, each time a subclass with a new method is defined, the *body* must be revised, since otherwise no new methods defined in the subclass can be executed. This consideration led the designer of POOL-T to choose not to include inheritance in the language.

**Extended Eiffel:** a concurrent extension of Eiffel proposed in [Caromel 88] supports both concurrency and inheritance using centralized control. An active object is defined as an instance of a subclass of a class called "PROCESS-POWER". A method in a class is not concerned with synchronization. Concurrency control is centralized into a single procedure called *Live* which is similar to the *body* of POOL-T. Extended Eiffel suffers from the same problem found in an earlier design of POOL-T. The method *Live* must be rewritten if a subclass adds a new method, regardless of the semantics of the method being added.

The approach of Extended Eiffel excludes the inheritance of synchronization code, and thereby severely restricts reusability. The synchronization code of *Live* may be a result of an extensive reasoning process. A subtle error may creep in during the process of copying and modifying the *Live* method. This is the very problem that inheritance intends to solve. While the separation of concurrency control from sequential action may allow a more readable definition of an object's behavior, readability can also be provided by a language which uses decentralized control. This problem is discussed in more detail section 7.4.
**Concurrent Smalltalk:** Concurrent Smalltalk is a concurrent extension of Smalltalk-80 [Yokote 86] which supports both concurrency and inheritance. The language uses critical sections for concurrency control. An active object, called an *atomic object*, serializes messages to maintain consistency of its internal state. Locking is used for concurrency control. An active object allows a method to be executed even when method execution is immediately blocked. In this case, the client object should block itself, terminating its current process. A provision is required in the code of the client which will send the same message again to the object when the client is restarted. Since the client is terminated and restarted, it must have a separate method which will do the retransmission.

This approach has several disadvantages. One is a weak object encapsulation. In the language, a sender must provide the method which will retransmit a message. This method obscures the readability of the program and imposes a burden on the sender. The sender is also required to understand the internals of the receiver object, violating the encapsulation principle of object-oriented languages. Another disadvantage is the use of unstructured constructs. For example, the BoundedBuffer problem described in [Yokote 86] uses a wait-signal primitive. The drawback of such a low-level primitive has been well recognized in operating systems research. A later version of Concurrent Smalltalk [Yokote 87] improves this situation by using a *relinquish* operation and the concept of a *secretary*, which is similar to conditional critical regions [Hansen 72]. This approach still has the disadvantages intrinsic to an approach based on critical sections.

**Hybrid:** Hybrid [Nierstrasz 87] is a concurrent object-oriented language based on decentralized control. The language provides a message queue called *delay queue* for concurrency control within an active object. Each method of an active object is associated with a delay queue. Synchronization control for accessing an object is achieved by explicitly closing and opening delay queues. Each method contains explicit statements for
controlling delay queues. A message which requests the execution of a method is blocked if
the delay queue associated with the method is closed. The message is processed later when
the delay queue is opened by some method.

Hybrid supports multiple inheritance. The concurrency control approach used in Hybrid
presents a problem when attempting to define a subclass of an active object class. To
appreciate this problem, consider adding a new method in defining a subclass. The new
method may need to have its own delay queue which is not present in its superclass. The
question then is how the methods of its superclass can control this delay queue. Unless the
new delay queue is controlled solely by the new method itself, all superclass methods that
need to open or close the delay queue must be revised so that the name of the delay queue
may be referenced in their definitions.

Act3: Act3 is a concurrent object-oriented language based on the actor model as defined
by Agha [Agha 86]. The language represents another approach in interface control. A main
synchronization device of Act3 is the become operation. It is also the only synchronization
primitive other than message passing operations. A become operation in a method specifies
a replacement behavior, which receives the next unprocessed message. Each method
execution must use a become operation to name a replacement behavior. Specifying a
replacement behavior is the way an actor changes its state. In the actor model, both state
change and synchronization control is accomplished using a single become operation. Act3
does not provide inheritance. A language which intends to support inheritance and the actor
model of concurrency faces a fundamental problem, which is similar to that of Hybrid but
more serious.
7.3 The Actor-Inheritance Conflict

In this section, ACT++ is used to illustrate the conflict between inheritance and concurrency in a language based on the actor model. Although ACT++ is used, the interference problem is not specific to ACT++ and also occurs in other languages combining concurrency and inheritance.

Using an example, the interference of inheritance and actor concurrency is now described. Consider producers and consumers communicating through a bounded buffer. The bounded buffer is modeled as an active object which is shared by producers and consumers. The buffer provides `get()` and `put()` methods to clients. Producers are actors which send `put()` requests when they want to deliver data items to consumers. A consumer actor sends a `get()` message to the buffer when the consumer needs a data item. A bounded buffer actor is empty when it is initially created. An empty buffer accepts only a `put()` message. If the buffer is neither empty nor full, it acts as a partially filled buffer which honors both `get()` and `put()` requests. If the buffer is full then it must accept only a `get()` request from a consumer. These three states are called `empty_buffer`, `partial_buffer`, and `full_buffer`, respectively. A possible transition sequence in the states of a bounded_buffer is

```
empty_buffer -> partial_buffer -> full_buffer -> partial_buffer -> empty_buffer
```

A subtle question now arises. What happens if the current state of an actor does not recognize the method name in a message? For example, what should be done if the next message to be processed contains a `get()` request while the buffer is empty? For the purpose of this section, assume that a message is put back at the end of the message queue. Figure 37 shows the definition of bounded_buffer in ACT++\(^1\).

\(^1\)While the primitive actor model assumes no structured types, such as array, ACT++ provides all data types of C++. For the purpose of this thesis, assume an array parameter is passed by value.
class bounded_buffer : ACTOR {
    int_array buf[MAX];
    int in,out;
  
  public:
  bounded_buffer()
    { in=0; out=0 }
  int get()
    {
     reply buf[out++];
     out % = MAX;
     if (in == out)
       become(empty_buffer(buf,in,out));
     else
       become(partial_buffer(buf,in,out));
    }
  void put(int item)
    {
     buf[in++] = item;
     in % = MAX;
     if (in == out%MAX)
       become(full_buffer(buf,in,out));
     else
       become(partial_buffer(buf,in,out));
    }
};

Figure 37 - Definition of bounded_buffer
The syntax of ACT++ is close to that of C++. A few new constructs are added to support the actor abstraction as discussed in Chapter 6. In Figure 37, the operation become is used to specify a replacement behavior. A become operation takes an actor class as an argument. An actor class corresponds to a behavior script of the primitive actor model [Agha 86]. The operation reply is used to send a message to the sender of the message being processed. Since the class bounded_buffer is defined as a subclass of ACTOR, the bounded_buffer is an actor class whose instances are active objects, namely actors. An instance of bounded_buffer contains instance variables \textit{in}, \textit{out}, and the array \textit{buf}. In C++, a method with the same name as the class name denotes a constructor. The procedure \textit{bounded_buffer}() is a constructor.

To recognize the operations which are appropriate for different behaviors (e.g. empty, full, partial) three classes of bounded buffer are introduced: namely, empty_buffer, full_buffer, and partial_buffer. These three classes are defined as subclasses of the class bounded_buffer. The subclass empty_buffer is the same as bounded_buffer except that it does not have the get() method. The subclass full_buffer is a \textit{bounded_buffer} without \textit{put()}. The subclass partial_buffer is exactly the same as the \textit{bounded_buffer} class. These subclasses can be defined as restrictions of the class bounded_buffer. The definitions of the three subclasses follow.
class empty_buffer : bounded_buffer {
    public:
        bounded_buffer::put;
    
};
class full_buffer : bounded_buffer {
    public:
        bounded_buffer::get;
    
};
class partial_buffer : bounded_buffer {
    public:
        bounded_buffer::get;
        bounded_buffer::put;
    
};

The first concern is that many similar classes must be defined to implement a bounded_buffer. This is a result of the natural mapping of the primitive actor model into a class-based object-oriented language. The use of the become operation implies that a different class be defined for each different interface. This is unpleasant since all of the different behaviors have almost the same methods, yet they all must be defined as distinct classes. However, the real problem occurs when a subclass with its own method is defined.

Suppose one implements a bounded buffer with a new method get_rear(), which returns the most recently deposited item, rather than the oldest one. Call this an extended_buffer. A plausible solution is to define the extended_buffer class as a subclass of bounded_buffer with an addition of a new method get_rear(). The extended_buffer should be able to inherit all other methods from bounded_buffer without change. This is not an unusual expectation.
of a language with inheritance. Unfortunately, this solution does not work, as described below.

The possible behaviors of an extended_buffer are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{extended_empty_buffer} & \quad \text{put()} \\
\text{extended_full_buffer} & \quad \text{get(), get_rear()} \\
\text{extended_partial_buffer} & \quad \text{get(), get_rear(), put()}
\end{align*}
\]

Comparing these behaviors with those of bounded_buffer, reveals that extended_empty_buffer and empty_buffer have the same interface. Hence empty_buffer may be used in place of extended_empty_buffer in the new class definition. However, extended_full_buffer is different from full_buffer because of the new method get_rear() in the extended_full_buffer. Similarly, the behaviors extended_partial_buffer and partial_buffer are also different. Therefore, extended_full_buffer and extended_partial_buffer must be defined as new classes.

However, the problem does not end here. Notice that every method of bounded_buffer must be redefined in the definition of extended_buffer if the method refers to either of the two class names, full_buffer and partial_buffer. Since both get() and put() use partial_buffer, none of these method can be inherited. Hence, extended_buffer inherits no methods from its superclass. All of its methods must be implemented within its own definition! This argument equally applies to an attempt to define extended_full_buffer as a subclass of full_buffer and extended_partial_buffer as a subclass of partial_buffer. The point of this example is that no methods of the superclass can be reused in the definition of a subclass because of the conflict introduced by the concurrency requirement.
A similar interference problem exists in Hybrid. In both ACT++ and Hybrid, superclass methods are not independent of new methods being defined in a subclass. The degree of dependency is, however, higher in a language based on the actor model of computation.

### 7.4 Inheritance in Actors

Having described the conflict of concurrency and inheritance, a solution to this problem is now presented in the framework of an actor based language.

#### 7.4.1 A Model of an Object Manager

Each active object (actor) is associated with an object manager. The object manager is responsible for protecting the object from unauthorized requests and for dispatching method invocations. An object manager is automatically created when an object is created. The object manager immediately starts and continues until the object is destroyed.

The object manager of an object protects the object by enforcing the interface of the object. Using the terminology of Hybrid, the interface of an object consists of all open methods. A method is open if the current interface of object can accept a message for the method. Otherwise, a method is closed. The interface of an object is dynamically changed since methods can be opened or closed during computation. Methods are closed by the object manager and opened by a method in execution, called a thread (see below). A message for a method invocation is authorized if the method is open. A message for a closed method is unauthorized.

The object manager waits for the arrival of an authorized message. On finding such a message, the object manager closes all methods and creates a thread which performs the requested method. Unauthorized messages are buffered by the object manager until their corresponding methods are opened. Closed methods may be opened by a become operation.
executed by a thread. A become operation specifies a set of methods to be opened. A thread can perform the become operation only once in its life. Since a thread is created as the result of the previous become operation, no thread but the most recently dispatched thread can execute the become operation. The become operation will open at least one method; otherwise, the actor is garbage collected.

There may exist multiple threads inside an object since the become operation may be executed prior to the termination of a thread. All the threads proceed in parallel. A thread dies when the execution of the method represented by the thread is completed. Among threads, no variables are shared.

7.4.2 Implementation of the object manager

The function of an object manager is well-defined and uniform for every object. Hence, a programmer does not need to write the object manager. The object manager can be provided through compiler and run-time support. This obviates the need for concurrency control mechanisms to be centralized in one method. The object manager can be implemented either as a function of the mail queue or as a special thread. The former will result in a sophisticated mail queue while the latter is similar to a process scheduler.

The object manager will need to keep track of the object's interface, which is changed by a become operation of that object's most recently dispatched thread. This problem along with the interference problem can be solved by redefining the way a replacement behavior is specified. For this purpose, the concept of behavior abstraction is introduced.
7.4.3 Behavior abstraction

A behavior name is a handle for a set of open method names. For example, consider the bounded_buffer. The buffer actor has one of the following behaviors:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{empty_buffer} &= \{\ \text{put()}\} \\
\text{full_buffer} &= \{\ \text{get()}\} \\
\text{partial_buffer} &= \{\ \text{get()},\ \text{put()}\}
\end{align*}
\]

That is, three behavior names are defined; namely, empty_buffer, full_buffer, and partial_buffer.

A become operation specifies a replacement in terms of a behavior name. For example, "become full_buffer" is acceptable if full_buffer is a behavior name. The language should provide a convenient way for specifying behavior names. For example, defining a behavior name using a regular expression may be desirable. Note the difference in the usage of "behavior" in the primitive actor model and in the ACT++ model. In the ACT++ model, a behavior denotes a set of open methods, while a behavior in the primitive actor model means a script of an actor.

The solution to the problem of an extended_buffer which inherits from the bounded_buffer is now presented. The bounded_buffer and the extended_buffer are defined using the behavior names defined earlier in this section. Figure 38 shows a new definition of the bounded_buffer using behavior abstraction. The definition of an extended_buffer which inherits from the bounded_buffer is shown in Figure 39. The extended_buffer has three distinct behaviors. Each of these constitutes a behavior name. The following names are defined as the relevant behaviors for an extended_buffer:
extended_empty_buffer = {put()}
extended_full_buffer = {get(), get_rear()}
extended_partial_buffer = {get(), get_rear(), put()}

Now consider the relationship between the behavior names of the subclass and those of the superclass. Consider the put() method, which is inherited from the superclass bounded_buffer. The new operation get_rear() does not belong to any behavior names named by put(). It is necessary to let the method put() know that get_rear() is added in the definition of the extended_buffer. This is accomplished by redefining the behavior names used in superclass methods. The redefinition is expressed by the "redefines" construct. The new definition of a behavior name is used by all superclass methods. In some cases, the redefinition of a behavior name does not change the set of methods. Such renaming may be desired to provide the object with a more appropriate name. For this reason, empty_buffer is redefined as extended_empty_buffer without changing its meaning using the "renames" construct.
class bounded_buffer : Actor {
    int_array buf[MAX];
    int in,out;

    behavior:
    empty_buffer = {put()};
    full_buffer = {get()};
    partial_buffer = {get(),put()};

    public:
    buffer()
    {
        in=0;
        out=0;
        become empty_buffer;
    }

    void put(int item)
    {
        buf[in++]=item;
        in %= MAX;
        if (in==(out+1)%MAX)
            become full_buffer;
        else
            become partial_buffer;
    }

    int get()
    {
        reply buf[out++];
        out %= MAX;
        if (in==out)
            become empty_buffer;
        else
            become partial_buffer;
    }

};

Figure 38 - Bounded_buffer with behavior abstraction
class extended_buffer : public bounded_buffer {
    behavior:
        extended_empty_buffer          renames empty_buffer;
        extended_full_buffer          = {get(), get_rear()}       redefines full_buffer;
        extended_partial_buffer       = {get(), get_rear(), put()} redefines partial_buffer;
    public:
        extended_buffer()
            {
                in=out=0;
                become extended_empty_buffer;
            }
        int get_rear()
            {
                reply(buf[--in%max]);
                if (in==out)
                    become extended_empty_buffer;
                else
                    become extended_partial_buffer;
            }
};

Figure 39 - Definition of extended_buffer
Using behavior names also has other advantages. First, behavior names improve program readability. With more expressive and meaningful names, a program is more readable because the next interface is denoted by the behavior name used in a become operation. Second, an active object requires that a programmer understand its dynamic run-time behavior. While the centralized approach provides an effective way to tackle this issue by separating concurrency control from sequential actions, the approach has the drawback of excluding the inheritance of synchronization code. While the ACT++ model allows inheritance, it also allows separation of concurrency. Third, the synchronization mechanism is structured because no matching primitive is needed for the become operation. This is an important requirement of synchronization primitives proposed for incremental programming. This avoids such problems as a new method defined in a subclass which forgets to signal superclass methods or fails to observe a critical section protocol. Fourth, an object-oriented design methodology is supported. The behavior names provide a level of abstraction whose granularity is smaller than data abstraction but larger than procedural abstraction. With behavior abstraction, the behavior of an object can be modeled as state transitions among behavior names. Each of these names provides a higher level abstraction which is more relevant to a programmer’s conceptual view of an object. The state-transition behavior of an object is naturally expressed with the behavior abstraction.

7.4.4 Implementation of Behavior Abstraction

The mechanism of redefining a behavior name in a subclass is analogous to that of virtual function in C++ [Stroustrup 86]. Every behavior name declared in a class may be regarded as a "virtual behavior" whose meaning a subclass may override. As in a virtual function invocation, a behavior name used by an object in a become operation may denote different behaviors which are decided by the type of the object. One implementation scheme resembles the virtual function table of C++. The compiler creates a table of behavior names
for each class. The become operation is translated into specifying a set of open methods which are found using a behavior name as an index into the table.

7.4.5 Enabled Set

An extension of Behavior Abstraction called Enabled Set is described in [Tomlinson 89]. Enabled Set is used in the Rosette language, an actor based object-oriented language. As with Behavior Abstraction, Enabled Set supports the notion of a dynamically changing object interface. An enabled set corresponds to a behavior name in our scheme. An enabled set is a set of messages which may be processed in the next state. An interesting property of the Enabled Set mechanism is that enabled sets can be composed. For example, the Rosette system supports an operation which can be used to produce the union of two enabled sets.

7.4.6 Actor Concurrency and Static Typing

While the focus of this chapter is on combining inheritance with static typing and actor concurrency, a natural question at this point is how actor concurrency and static typing are related. In general, the interference between concurrency and static typing is not a serious problem. In this section, static typing and actor concurrency are considered, in particular, behavior abstraction. An argument is offered that the adapted actor model as used in ACT++ and behavior abstraction work well with static typing.

One of the fundamental principles of the actor model is the openness which allows an actor to specify a replacement behavior which has no relation to the current behavior. While openness provides a flexible computation model which may be supported by a dynamically typed language, such an unbounded become operation is viewed as a harmful construct, like the indiscriminate use of goto statements. Further, the unbounded become operation is a significant obstacle to be overcome in the design of a language with static typing. In the
presence of openness, type-checking of a message is not possible since an actor's behavior may change without restriction during execution.

For the above two reasons, the ACT++ form of the model modifies the way an actor may change its behavior. Behavior Abstraction assumes that the set of behaviors which an object can take are known at compile time. Under this assumption, each method invocation can be checked for type-correctness. Type checking ensures that an object is not requested to perform an unknown method.
Chapter 8 Conclusions

This thesis discussed the issues involved in designing a statically typed object-oriented programming language which supports the actor model of concurrency. The problem of combining static typing and concurrency with class inheritance was presented and a solution was offered. Static typing and concurrency were reviewed from the perspective of inheritance, which is the characterizing feature of object-oriented programming.

The feature interactions and the interferences among the three features were observed. An analysis of existing object-oriented languages and models was made to observe the interference between inheritance and static typing. The result was that in most current object-oriented languages, the feature interaction between inheritance and static typing resulted in reduced reusability and weakened type safety. The issues related to enhancing reusability and type safety were identified: subtyping, multiple inheritance, method exclusion, multiple representation, overloading. A new model of type and inheritance, called HANA, which integrates these features into a single language framework was described in detail.

The interference between inheritance and concurrency was identified by several researchers as a difficulty in sharing methods in distributed environments. In this thesis, a more fundamental difficulty in combining concurrency and inheritance was described. Existing concurrent object-oriented languages were analyzed from this perspective and a solution to this problem in the framework of the actor model of concurrency was presented. A technique called Behavior Abstraction was described in detail. The use of Behavior Abstraction was demonstrated by an example written in the exploratory language ACT++.
The work done in this dissertation may be divided into two areas: combining static typing with inheritance and combining inheritance with actor concurrency.

Integration of Static Typing and Inheritance

A new model of type and inheritance, called HANA, was presented which integrates static typing into an object-oriented language. The problems and issues related to combining static typing and inheritance were identified and resolved.

- **Multiple Representation**
  The support of multiple representation allows an abstraction to be implemented in several ways in the same program. HANA achieves this by adding the notion of abstract type to the model rather than separating inheritance from subtyping. Since class is a type in HANA, the implementation of a method invocation can be optimized based on the knowledge of the object structure in the presence of multiple representation. More expensive late binding is confined to the invocations on abstract type variables. If class type variables are dominant within a program, the efficiency of the program is close to the one without multiple representation.

- **Method Exclusion**
  HANA enhances software reusability by supporting method exclusion as an explicit type definition mechanism. An observation was made that most current type systems cannot support method exclusion without weakening type safety. Although object-oriented languages equating inheritance with subtyping cannot support method exclusion, they implicitly use method exclusion, violating type safety. An example of this is a subclass which overrides an inherited method with a different parameter type. Since the inherited method is effectively excluded from the interface of the subclass, a run-time error may occur in a type correct program. HANA
resolves this problem by providing method exclusion as an explicit type definition mechanism. HANA's subtyping rule enables method exclusion to be supported without violating subtyping constraints.

- **Explicit Type Hierarchy**
  Determining complete behavior compatibility requires the support of formal semantics specification techniques, which are not yet mature to be included in a programming language. While those languages separating inheritance from subtyping use interface conformance as the criteria for deciding behavior compatibility, interface conformance alone is weak as observed by other researchers. Inheritance offers a middle ground for this problem. Like a type declaration, the programmer can explicitly state the behavior compatibility between types through inheritance. HANA's subtyping based on both inheritance and interface conformance allows a type hierarchy to be explicitly created by the programmer.

- **Method Name Overloading**
  Overloading extends the expressive power of an object-oriented language. Overloading accepts many useful subtype relations which other type systems without overloading cannot. A new overriding rule was described in conjunction with method name overloading and an example which demonstrated its power was presented. In addition, overloading as a natural solution to the name collision problem was demonstrated. The interference between parameter subtyping and overloading was observed. The notion of binding ambiguity was characterized. A solution for binding ambiguity was offered which is based on the detection of ambiguous invocations, rather than blindly rejecting the definition of a type with binding ambiguity.
• **Name Collision**

The name collision problem in multiple inheritance was described, as was the interaction between subtyping and existing approaches to name collision. The problem of an object becoming inconsistent was described. The weakness and strength of resolution by method overriding and renaming approaches were analyzed. It was shown that the mechanisms of method exclusion, overriding, and renaming are complementary to each other with respect to the power of resolving name collision. It was also shown that method name overloading offers a natural solution for many name clashes.

• **Late Binding**

A fast and efficient dynamic method binding mechanism for statically typed multiple inheritance object-oriented languages was presented. A technique called Hierarchy Partitioning was described in detail. Hierarchy Partitioning is an extension of the virtual function table approach and performs with an efficiency close to that of single inheritance C++ in both time and space. One of the novel features of the technique is that it exploits the structure of the given inheritance hierarchies. When many classes have only single parents, which is often the case, the efficiency of our technique becomes approximately equal to that of single inheritance C++. Another contribution is that Hierarchy Partitioning supports incremental compilation. The technique causes little additional overhead in compile time. Late binding of an example class hierarchy using Hierarchy Partitioning was described in detail. A detailed comparison of our technique with other related techniques was provided and the Hierarchy Partitioning scheme was shown to be superior to those existing techniques.
Integration of Inheritance and Actor Concurrency

- **ACT++**

  The incorporation of the concurrency abstraction of the actor model and class inheritance was described. A prototype object-oriented language called ACT++, which is based on C++ and actor concurrency, was developed. The design and implementation of ACT++ is based on a class hierarchical extension of C++. The classes in the hierarchy were described in some detail. Two example programs written in ACT++ were presented. An argument was offered that the primitive actor model needs to be adapted for efficient implementation on conventional architectures. Specifically, the actor model should allow creation of more coarse-grained actors. The problem of a coherent object being broken into small pieces was illustrated by an example. The argument was presented that request messages and reply messages should be handled differently. The Cbox mechanism was proposed for dealing with reply messages. The flexibility of the Cbox mechanism was also demonstrated.

  The fundamental characteristics of the actor model are active objects, asynchronous message passing, dynamic creation of new actors, reconfiguration of actor topology, and the become operation. The formal actor model defined by Agha must be recast in the light of the intended applications. A language may be said to be based on the actor model if the language supports the above five characteristics.

- **Behavior Abstraction**

  A fundamental interference between concurrency and inheritance was described. The occurrence of the concurrency-inheritance conflicts in existing object-oriented languages was observed, discussed, and a solution offered. The approaches to inheritance and concurrency control were analyzed and classified. In the languages
using centralized control, synchronization constraints specified in a centralized procedure cannot be inherited by a subclass. Among the languages with decentralized control, some languages compromised encapsulation for inheritance while others were unable to support incremental modification of a class. The actor-inheritance conflict caused by the become operation was described using a bounded buffer example. The technique of Behavior Abstraction which resolves the interference problem was described in detail. Behavior Abstraction allows coarser-grained actors to be defined and provides a temporal abstraction of the behavior of an object.

The interface of a passive object is fixed throughout its life. In contrast, the interface of an active object changes dynamically as shown by Behavior Abstraction. The set of open methods in each state is explicitly specified by a become operation. In current type systems, type-correctness of a method invocation is simply a guarantee that the method has been defined by the receiver object. As with other statically typed concurrent programming languages, the discussion of type-checking assumed this guarantee of existence. However, the explicit specification of the interface supported by Behavior Abstraction seems to offer a new possibility of extending the meaning of type-checking in a concurrent program. Some of the problematic situations such as deadlock and starvation may be easily detected when Behavior Abstraction is used. For example, an invocation of a method which is defined but is never enabled will lead the sender to a deadlock. Such a situation is detectable by purely syntactic analysis. While it may be questionable whether type-checking should include this kind of analysis and how much leverage can be provided, the direction seems worthy of exploration.
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